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Taft and Bryan
Continue Terrific
Pace

WILL

MEET

III

SYRACUSE

Rival Candidates for the Presidency to Speak in Same
City Tonight.
New York, Oct. 29. The two principal candidates for President, following a clay of busy campaigning up
state, will reach Syracuse tonight,
where both are scheduled to speak.
Taft began the day with a speech at
Lyons, then traveled eastward, his
Itinerary calling for stops at
Geneva, Sena Falls and Au-

burn.
Bryan's last day of campaigning in
New York state carried him westward
and included speeches at Cohoes, Albany, Utica and Rome.
Former Judge Alton B. Parker expects to speak with Bryan at the Syracuse meeting tonight.
The running mates of Taft and Bryan continued their campaign work today. James S. Sherman speaking at
Albany, while John John W. Kern's
itinerary, called for addresses at several meetings in Indiana.
Three cabinet members will address
the voters in as many states tonight.
Secretary Cortelyou will speak in New
York;
Secretary Root in Toledo,
Ohio, and Postmaster General Von L.
Meyer in Belaire, Maryland.
Chaf.n and Watkins, the Prohibition-candidates- ,
are in Ohio today.
Candidate Hisgen, of the Independence League, is in New Jersey, while
Eugene V. Debs, the candidate of the
Socialist party, is traveling through
Illinois.
TAFT

BEARING UP
WELL UNDER STRAIN

ROUSING REPUBLICAN RALLY

Delegate Andrews and Party Will
Hold Rousing Meeting In McKinley
County Seat Tonight.
Special to the New Mexican.
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 29. Delegate W. H. Andrews and party, including Hon. Solomon Luna, national com
mitteeman; Colonel George W. Prich- ard, Harry Sims and Jose D. Sena, left
on the California Limited this morning
for Gallup, McKinley county, where a
big Republican rally will be held to
night. Speeches will be delivered by
every member of the party. The meet
ing will be held in Kitchen's opera
house. Local speakers and candidates
on the McKinley county Republican
ticket will also assist iin the rally.
Leave For Santa Fe Tomorrow.
Boarding Santa Fe eastbound train
No. 2 tomorrow morning before day
light, the party will go direct to Santa Fe, arriving there at 11:30 o'clock
if the train is on schedule time. A
rousing rally will be held in the An
cient City tomorrow night at which
leading party orators will speak.
A Trip of Ovations.
The tour of Delegate Andrews and
party through Valencia county yesterday was a procession of triumphs for
the Republican candidates. Valencia
county will give the Republican county, legislative and territorial tickets
and Delegate Andrews a practically
solid vote.
Early Meeting at Belen.
The campaign party arrived at Belen at an early hour yesterday, but
found the village awake to give the
party a warm welcome. Hon. Solomon
Luna, John Becker and W. M. Berger
were among the reception committee
and an open air meeting was held in
front of the Becker store at 10:30
o'clock. Delegate Andrews made a
short, but telling speech. Almost every, person in town attended this meeting.
Rally at Los Lunas.
Club was
The Belen Commercial
hort at an elegant dinner after which
the party, accompanied by a number
of Belen people, left for Los Lunas.
Hearty greetings and cordial handshakes greeted the party at every
cross-roaand a big reception was
tendered the party upon its arrival at
Los Lunas. An open air meeting was
held at 4 o'clock in the afternoon in
the Plaza. After the meeting the, party dined at the Luna mansion.' The
members left earJy for. Albuquerque,
arriving here "at 10:45 o'clock ? last
night, tired, but satisfied that it was
a day well spent.
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Final Meeting of the Campaign at the
Capitol Tomorro w Evening to Be Addressed by Leading Men and Eloquent Speakers.
The issues of the campaign now drawing to a close In the Territory
will be frankly discussed and handled without gloves at a public meeting
to be held tomorrow evening In the Hall of Representatives at the Capitol.
There will be eloquent as we'f as a plain presentation of facts that every
voter must consider before casting his ballot on next Tuesday. Delegate to
statement. Colonel
Conugress W. H. Andrews will make a brief business
orator of the Southwest, will discuss
Ralph E. Twitched, the
the vital issues. Mayor Jose D. Sena and others will make addresses presenting viewpoints of political problems that are vital. The closing address
will be made by Santa Fe County's "Old Man Eloquent," Hon. Thomas
B. Catron. The band will render selections
during the intermission and there
will not be a dull moment from eight o'clock until the meeting closes. The
addresses will be in English and in Spanish. Every one is invited to attend. The ladies are urged to be present.
silver-tongue-
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Governor and Republican
Leaders
Visit Many Sections and Hold Enthusiastic Meetings.

HEARS

I

Governor
George Curry returned
last evening from a ten days' tour
throughout
and
northern,
eastern New Mexico, during which he
addressed public meetings at county
seats and at many other places dn the
sections he visited. Ho received an
enthusiastic and cordial reception and
an ovation at every point where he
stopped and the people attended these
meetings in masses and listened care QUITS INDEPENDENCE PARTY
fully and attentively to his speeches
and to his sledge hammer arguments
why statehood and Andrews should he Kansas City Man Gives Reasupported and why the latter should
sons for Doing So in Scorchbe elected by the largest possible

From One of His
National

ing Letter.

the party with Governor Curry
at times were such leaders and eloKansas City, Oct. 29. J. L. Woods
quent speakers as Delegate W. H. Anof Kansas City, national comMerrill,
drews, Chairman H. O. Bursum. exmitteeman
from Missouri of the IndeDelegate Thomas B. Catron,
pendence
party,
resigned that posiM. A. Otero. Mayor Jose D. Sena,
tion today in a letter forwarded to W.
R.
C.
Attorney
Ely, of Doming, Harry R.
Hearst, national chairman. In his
R. Sims, of the Valley Ranch, and loc
letter
Merrill says
al Republican leaders and candidates
"This is to notify you that I withfor office.
draw all relations or connections as
The Curry campaign party has done
most effective and telling work and the national committeeman for Missouri,
not wishing my name connected with
esult will prove very favorable to that
any
party or persons who purchase or
party on election day.
otherwise
obtain
correspondence,
stolen by other persons, for publicaFREIGHT STEAMER SINKS;
tion, to the detriment or downfall of
CREW OF 24 DROWNED other
persons, for the upbuilding of
yourself or the Independence party.
IiOudon, Oct. 29. Wreckage picked
"Also, I do not wish to have my
up in the North Sea, confirms the fears name
connected with a party whose
that the Steamer Yarmouth foundered affiliations are so
closely connected
two days ago while crossing from the with
other parties and whose onlv aim
Hook of Holland to Arwith. The Yaris to help defeat W.illiam Jennings
mouth was a channel freighter and
Bryan, who is a candidate on the
carried a crew of twenty-foumen. It Democratic
ticket for president of the
is believed that they all perished.
United States.
"Taft wanted United States Senator Foraker put out of busROOSEVELT PRAISES TAFT
IN LETTER TO NEWSPAPERS iness and you played the part of 'remover' and with a grand stand plav
to
29
keep up appearances, went after
New
Oct.
President
York,
Roosevelt has sent to C. G. Wolfram, Governor Charles N. Haskell, of Okla
editor of the New York Herald, a let- homa, with no proof of his guilt, with
ter, praising W. H. Taft and oGvernor one aim in view, that of downing Brv- Hughes and predicting the success of an and In my honest belief, I am of the
opinion that the Independence party
Taft and the governor's
In

-

received
sources."

Republican

Candidate For the .legislative Council From
"
'
Socorro and Sierra Counties.

The Hon. Estevan Baca, one of the
leading and most influential citizens of
the Gem City, a man who has been
for thirty years prominent and influential in public affairs, a
stock raiser and property owner and
who has always been identified with
progress and advancement ds the Republican nominee for the legislative
council from the district consisting of
Socorro and Sierra counties.
He is a native of Socorro and was
born August 3, 1851, he being the
descendant of one of the most ancient
and prominent families in the county,
his father and grandfather having
been among the original settlers of
well-to-d-

o

this town

in the early part of this
century. He is also engaged in mercantile business and is doing well. For
six years he served as mayor of Socorro with a good record. He was postmaster at Socorro for several years
and performed his duties well. He is
a strong and uncompromising Republican and Is well and favorably known
all over the territory as he has been
much in public life and politics. He
is happily married and has a mice wife
and fine children.
The chances are that he will be
elected1 by a very large majority. He
is an aggressive and courageous Republican and a good speaker.
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MONTGOMERY FACES
LONC PRISON TERM

HON. ESTEVAN BACA, OF SOCORRO.

CHAIRMAN MACK
Camp Nemo, Reelfoot Txike. Tenn.,
SCENTS CONSPIRACY Oct. 29. Within one week from the
time the soldiers of Tennessee, under
National Chairman Norman E. Mack the personal direction of Governor
declared it as his belief today .that an Patterson, spread their .tents in the
investigation would show that" the heart of the night rider district, evi"Taft and Chanler Business Men's dence of the most convincing
and
League," which is seeking to secure damaging nature against the murderthe e'ection of Judge Taft for Presi- ers of Captaiin Quentin Rankin have
'
dent, and Chanler for governor, was been unearthed.
being financed by the Republican naFrank Ferriner has confessed and
tional committee.
The league, said implicated ten of the twelve men now
Mack, is circulating sample ballot, in custody. He gave names, and it is
showing how to split the ticket, and understood, went into full detail. It is
is extensively advertising in the local gathered on reliable authority that he
press, advising the election of Taft will be taken for safe keeping at once
and Chanler. None of the regular Dem- either to Nashville, Memphis or Jackocratic organizations, asserted Mack, son. Yesterday and today Ferriner has
are behind the movement, whose pro- been carefully guarded in an isolated
moters have carefully concealed their tent. His confession came after a most
identity. The national chairman stat- thrilling examination "in Colonel
ed further that the appearance of
tent, which last three hours. Govformer Governor James J. Hill with ernor Patterson in person probed the
'
Bryan at a meeting in Albany last witness and his questions were most
1'",,
.
,
' .
'
night, would undoubtedly have a good searching.
;
, I"
4
'
.
'
.;,
effect in bringing back many old line
J
.
,
Democrats into the ranks again.
CALLS BRYAN EXTREMELY
DANGEROUS CANDIDATE
Va., Oct. 29. Thomas
Douglasvllle,
COAL MINERS HAVE
r
E. Watson, People's party candidate
CALL
WITH
CLOSE
DEATH
,
for President, in a speech here last
night, attacked what he termed the
Charlestown, W. Va., Oct. 29. For- "stand
pat" Republican Senate, which,
est fires around Turkey Knob, near
he said, would block remedial legislamen
to
death
threatened
many
here,
tion should the Democratic party be
employed lin the mine of the Turkey victorious. He also assailed Mr.
Bryan
'V.
Coal company today. The fires reach. i
him "an extremely dangerous
ed the fan house of the coal company, calling
candidate for the South because of
destroyed it and then burned the drift his record on the negro question." He
and set the mine on fire. There was said
that Mr. Bryan, an Illinois man
no explosion and the men in the mine
by birth, grew up in the honest belief
escaped through one of the four en- that the South was wrong on the netries. Two men were overcome by
gro question, and with the belief that
BENIGNO C. HERNANDEZ, OF TIERRA AMARILLA.
smoke, but they will recover. After six there should be no objection to social
Callector of Rio Arriba
hours' hard work the fire was brought
Republican Candidate For Treasurer and
equality. He said that Nebraska had
County.
U1IUC1 VVI11LIU1
no law against miscenation, and that
the marriage of black people with the
UNWILLING WITNESS
white people there was of frequent
candidate speaker. He has served very acceptabBenigno C, Hernandez,
TAKES OWN LIFE occurrence.
of ly and very honorably in several imcollector
for treasurer and
the county of Rio Arriba, is one of the portant offices in the county, having
Richmond, Va., Oct. 29. Matthew GREAT INCREASE IN
MINERAL PRODUCTS IN 1907 brightest and roost valuable citizens been elected to them by handsome maMorton, secretary of the Manchester
water department, a city across the
Oct. 29. A
Washington,
grand of the great county in whdeh he re- jorities, namely as clerk of the procommitted
sides. He is well educated and reads, bate court and as sheriff. In both posiworth
of
mineral
suicide
total
of
$2,069,289,196
river,
today by
in
the United speaks and writes the English and tions he proved himself the right man
mined
stabbing himself. There had been a products
scandal in the water department and States, is announced In the statistics Spanish languages with equal facility at the right time and in the right ofSuperintendent Charles H. Sharp its for the calendar year of 1907, issued and ease. He is a merchant and sheep fice. Mr. Hernandez has just finished
now under indictment for misapproprl today by the Geological iSurvey. Of raiser and has a prosperous mercan- his campaign in the county and at the
tile establishment at Tierra Amarilla, meetings at which he spoke and adtion of the funds. Morton was to have this amount, $1,166,165,191 is
testified against him today and the
metalic, and which is his residence. He is in the dressed the people he had large audi$903,024,005
The mineral pro- prime of life and was born at Ojo ences and his addresses were applaudthought of brooding over the exposure $100,000
he would have to make caused him to ducts ct the previous year aggregated Caliente. He received a very good En- ed and made votes for the Republican
$1,904,007,040.
take his life.
glish education and is a fine political ticket there, , s
m
c.

SUCCESSFUL TOUR
OF CURRY PARTY

r

d

Lyons, N. Y., Oct. 29. After one
of the most strenuous days of the
campaign in New York City yesterday,
Judge Taft reached this city early today, somewhat fatigued and hoarse,
but in good spirits and anxious to MILITARY GATHERING
meet the crowds that turned out to
IN NIGHT RIDERS
greet him. He was taken to the largest hall In th'9 oity, where he made
Tennessee Outlaws Being Arrested
an extended address on the issues of
One By One Governor Determinthe campaign.
ed to End Lawlessness.

NO, 221

Former Pittsburgh Bank Cashier

tar

r

Pittsburgh, Pa.. Oct. 29. William
Montgomery, cashier of the Allegheny
National bank until the discovery of a
shortage in its accounts of over
early last summer necessitated closing the Institution, was yesterday, for the second time this week,
found guilty of embezzlement and ab- traction of funds, his peculations in
the two cases amounting to $013,000.
As in the first case, Montgomery offer
ed no testimony in defense. The jury
was out less than two hours.
Montgomery was also indicted with
Addison S. Aliaffer, discount clerk,
the latter being accused of aiding the

3.

v&rSt.

-

Air

Con-

victed a Second Time of EmbezzlementTakes all the Blame.

fi,

"

i

cashier

In

abstracting

the

banks'

funds, and hearing of this case will
A. S. BU3HKEVITZ.
week.
probably begin early next
Repubican Candidate For the House Every effort has been made to learn
of Representatives From the
from Montgomery what became of the
County of Mora.
money abstracted, but the cashier has

steadfastly refused to involve others,
and it is generally believed that it was
A. S. Bushkevitz, editor of that en- to
prevent the possibility of these beterprising and patriotic weekly paper, ing dragged into the case that no dethe
pubished in the fense was offered.
growing town of Roy, in eastern
Mora county, i.? the Republican nomi- BANK ROBBERY MYSTERY
nee for the House of Representatives
AT CHIHUAHUA CLEARED
from that section. He was unanimousChihuahua, Mexico, Oct. 29. Moses
ly nominated for the position by the Navarro and Martin
Matues, both
Republicans of his county.
clerks in the Banco Minero and ManMr. Bushkevitz is a native of
uel MoHnar, all less than 21 years of
Cook county, Illinois, and was
age, are under arrest and the mystery
born July 4, 1877. He received a good of the
robbery of the bank of $185,000
education and about twelve years ago on the
night of March 1, last, is
came to New Mexico and settled in solved. One hundred and
seventy thouMora county. He wanted to live in the sand dollars have been recovered.
Sunshine Territory and get away from Nnfvarro was arrested last week and
the cloudy skies of his home state. disclosed the
hiding place of the stolDuring his residence in the enterpris- en gold.
ing town of Roy, he has filled many
public positions honorably and credit-ab- FAST PASSENGER TRAIN
and as a teacher, justice of the
GOES IN DITCH; MANY HURT
peace, chairman of the school board,
Chippewa
Falls, Wis., Oct 29. The
county printer for six years and coun- Chicago-DulutLimited, passenger
'
ty surveyor for the past two years.
northbound,
train,
jumped the track
He speaks the English and Spanish
A
near Augusta, Wisconsin today.
languages fluently and is an able news- number of the
trainpassengersand
paper editor and manager. He Is also men were
injured, but none seriously.
IT. S. commissioner for the
Fourth Their
from' death seemed mirescape
judicial district for the county of
as
the
train was running at
Mora. In all these positions he has. aculous,
rate of forty miles an hour at the
the
He is
acquitted himself creditably.
time of the accident. The engine turn-- '
very popular and very pubic spirited. ed a complete somersault and all the
Every dollar he makes goes into im- coaches of the
train, rolled over.
provement of his home town of Roy
and eastern Mora county, and his good HERMAN RIDDER AND
newspaper, which is published in the
SONS CONTRIBUTE $27,000
English and Spanish languages.
New York; Oct. 29. Announcement
is made by the Democratic national
WHITE RIBBONERS MEET
committee that campaign contribuNEXT YEAR IN OMAHA tions
aggregating $40,000 were received at the New York headquarters on
Denver. Oct. 29. Omaha was today October 27. The list made public yesselected by the executive committee terday shows that the sum of $27,000
of the National Woman's Christian was contributed by Herman Rddder,
Temperance Union as the meeting treasurer of the national committee,
place for the year 1909.
and his three sons.
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Fall and Winter wear
await a call from you.
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We've the best
$3.50 Shoe made
We've the best
$4.00 Shoe made
We've the best
$5.00 Shoe made
We've the best
$6.00 Shoe made

SHOES

(14-10- 0

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
diamonds and jewelry as ow as $10 and as blfh ts $200.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

On notes,

Win.

at SALMON Store
FApi
NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 108.

Phone 108.

r

itore is Santa Ft.

up-to-d-

New Buck Wheat
iANDi

WILE

x

PEACHES

one-hal- f.

EL

WHEAT

PEARS

Careless

jeirsev sweet

potatoes

:

: :

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

nniimLflnuui"
Young Mens' & Boys

SUITS
WE CARRY THEM IN ALL
THE XEWEST PATTERNS
&

Wiry suffer with
pain when

BALLARD'S SNOW

Buy a suit for the boy
until you look over our
tock then compare

LINIMENT
WILL CURE

PRICES

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Frledel, Dallas, Tex.
writes: "I use Ballard's Snow

Diamonds, "Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated
China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

SHOES

Good Wearers

at

Me-

dium Prices.

25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS,

MO.,

-

P. O. Box 219.
For

Sold and Rrcommended by

Half a Century

o
the Leading

Phone No. 88

lntbo

Dry Goods House

City.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

RESTORATION TO ENTRY OP LANDS
IN NATIONAL FOREST. Notice Is huroby
Kiven that the lands ilcaci'lhcd below,
1275.49 acres, within tho Manzano
Nnti jnal Forest, New Mexico, will be subject
te settlement and entry under the provisions of the homestead laws of the TTnited
States and the act of June 11, 1906 34 Stat.,
233), at the United States land olileo at
feanta J e. New Mexico on jjcc. iw, iws. Any
settler wiio was actually and in flood faith
clainiliiKany of said lands for agricultural
purposes prior to January 1, 1906, and has
not abandoned same, has a preference riptht
to make a homestead entry for the lands
actually occupied. Saidor lands were listed
the persons men
upon the applications
tioned below, who have a preference riirht
subject to t he prior riftht of any such settler, provided such settler or applicant is
qualified to make homestead entry and the
nreference riiiht is exercised prior to July
28, 1908, on which date the lands will be sub
ject to settlement and entry by any quali
fied person.
The lands are as follows:
being all situated in T 11 N R. 7. K.. N. M.
Vi
M.: The S.
of NK. Va. Sec. 19, the SW.
of NW.14 and Lot 4 (NW.y4 of NW.
). Sec.
20, listed upon application of J. I. Dorrah,
ol Moriarty, jn.m. 'j'heww Vt or sec. zi,
application of Jose Dolores Nieto, of San
Pedro N. M. who alleges settlement in 1906
The NE Vi of Sec, 30. application of R. I).
of Sec.
Nugent, of Barton, X, M. The SE
30 application of K, M. Nugent, ol Barton,
N. M. The NE 'A of Sec. 31, application of
R. M. Nugent, of San Pedro. N, M. The SK
Vt of Sec. 19,
application ef Joe H. Kays, of
Karnett, Mo, The SW V of Sec. 20, application of John H. Kays, of Burnett, Mo,
TheSE V of Sec, 20 application of Anna
M, Kays, of Barnett, Mo. FRED BENNETT
Commissioner of the General Land Office.
Approved May 19, 1908. FRANK PIERCE
First Assistant Secretary of the Interior.
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For Chapped Hands.
Chapped skin, whether on the hands
or face may be cured II one night by
applying Chamberlain's Salve. It is also unequaled for sore nipples, burns
and scalds. For sale by all druggists.

Economy in Fuel

Appearance
Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air

Tight Heaters

f

r

THEY NEVER GO OUT

COLES
Magazine for

THE ORIGINAL

COLES
Downdraft
Air Tight

and only Absolutely

Hard Cold

Air Tight

The abce cuts represent the nearest aproach
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
in securing the agency for this, line and respect
fully invite inpection of same. Owing to the fact
of haviog purchased heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.

brush-burnin- g

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

Why Colds Are Dangerous.
Because you have contracted ordinary colds and recovered from them
without treatment of. any kind, do not
for a moment imagine that colds are
not dangerous. Everyone knows that
catarrn
and chronic
pneumonia
have their origin in a common
cold. Consumption is not caused by a
cold but the cold prepares the system
for the reception and development of
the germs that would not otherwise
have found lodgment. It is the same
with all infectuous disease. Diphtheria,
scarlet fever, measles and whooping
cough are much more likely to be contracted when the child has a cold. You
will see from this that more real danger lurks in a cold than in any other
of the common ailments. The easiest
and quickest way to cure a cold is to
take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
The many remarkable cures effected
by this preparation have made it a
staple article of trade over a large part
of the world. For sale by all druggists.

Phone
No 14

w 003

CO.i
WATCHES

on
adioiatv
7nnirc
r
"vvn.
HivHixxy
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NO. 213.

Fitted

By

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SIVERWAltE.
Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

346 San

IN THE CATRON BLOCK
Show Every Evening at 7:30 and 8:30
Admission
10c

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.

MATINEE.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Saturday at

3:30

Children

5c

ENTIRE

CHANGE OF PROGRAM
WEDNESDAY AND
FRIDAY.

MONDAY,

TONIGHT'S
TUESDAY

PROGRAM
"Prof.

SEPT.

Invention."

Bric-a-Brac- 's

"Accuser."

Illustrated

Song

"The

Girl From

Golden West."

1st.

m 'ijtejfe

"Promise."
"Indians' Honor."
the

FOR PARTICULARS

audress

BROTHER HERMES

president.

&IPERFUMERY
PHONE-

Eye Tested and
Method.

TOILET ARTICLES

EUDMJT
NO. 213.

SCHOOL

U

FILIGREE

No. 40.

i

PHONE.

QUALITY.

VP

8

Liniment for my family. It
is the boat Liniment made.
It relieves burns and scalds.'

&

H. C, VQNTZ

AID SEE FOR YOURSELF

3. Cfljfy
SpilA

STYLES,

Pre-ventic-

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

C

Co,

SOLE AGENTS

BIJOU THEATER

CALL,

1903.

FOR THE CELEBRATED

HARDWARE

Co.
Telephone

INCORPORATED

lake states.
The ranger force on many of the To quickly check a cold, druggists
National Forests has been kept busy are dispensing everywhere, a clever
fighting fires which, if left to run un- Candy Cold Cure Tablet called
Preventics are also fine for
checked would have done Incalculable
DIAMONDS
communicachildren. Take Preventic at
feverish
quickening
By
damage.
sneeze
the
stage, to head off colds.
tion between important points through
the construction of telephone lines, Box of 48 25c. Stripling, Burrows &
RIGHT PRICES
and building roads and trails, the Na- Co., successors to The Ireland
MEXICAN
more
made
been
have
tional Forests
RIGHT GOODL
accessible during the past two years
-- JEWELERYRIGHT 8ERVICE
and fire fighting has been greatly

CRANBERRIES
Winter Grocery

tore

Seliffman Bros

The New Mexican Printing com.
by homestead- pany has on hand a large supply of
ers and persons clearing land is said pads and tablets suitable for school
to be the cause of many of the fires work, the desk, and also for lawyers
which have started this year, particu- and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 6 cents in book form.
larly those which have swept over the

GRAPES

:- -:

icucn

three-fourth-

-

Shoemak-ing- .

Best of Leathers and Best of
All widths and sizes.

The largest and the only

(Forest Service Bulletin.)
What starts these forest fires? This
question has been asked over and over again this fall by readers of
the accounts of the destructive fires
which have been raging in all parts
of the country.
Campers and locomotives, lis the
usual answer.
Many of the other
things which start blazes In the forests
are forgotten. It is true that perhaps
f
s
to
of the forest
fires do begin as a result of the carelessness of some camper, or from
sparks flying from locomotives, but
there are a number of things which
set the woods
A complete report of forest fires on
the private forests of the country and
their causes is not kept by anyone.
Uncle Sam, however, is most careful
to account for the damage done by the
blazes on his timberland under forest
administration, aggregating about
acres, and each year the total
area burned out, the timberland burned over, the amount of timber destroy
ed and its value, the cost of fighting
fires, and the causes of fires are cam
fully checked up. These reports' are
made at the end of the calendar year,
and the announcement of this year's
losses will therefore not be known for
more than two months.
Last year's figures, however, give
a good ddea of the things which cause
fires in forests. Of the 1,355 fires- discovered on the National Forests last
year, all of which were checked by
the rangers before they had burned
over fourteen hundredths of one per
cent
of 1 per cent) of the National Forest area, campers caused
346, while railroads followed next with
273; lightning came next, with 176;
donkey engines used in lumbering operations, fourth, with 65; careless
brush burning by homesteaders clearing land, 34; fires caused by lncen
claries and those set by herders and
hunters, 30. For more than 400 of the
fires the cause is not known. This is
not strange when it is remembered
that a fire may smolder for days, if
the air is too thick to permit the
smoke to be seen at a distance before
it breaks out when fanned by a wind
so as to reveal its presence to the
watchful forest officer.
While campers caused more fires
than locomotives last year, there are
many seasons when the railroads hold
undisputed claim to first place. Forest
fires started by both are mostly unnecessary. If campers would exercise
care in starting camp fires and be
sure that they were extinguished before they are left, and if the railroad
companies would use the most modern
and efficient spark arresters, it is rea
sonable to think that the annual forest fire loss could be reduced more
than
Lightning ranks third
among the causes of fires and ot
course, man has no greater responsibility In this case than to put the fire
out as soon as possible after discovery.
one-hal-

.

Bun :,lf
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Campers and Locomotives
Usually
Blamed For Conflagrations Which
Do Enormous Damage.

MEN'S SHOE DEPARTMENT

You'll like them-y- ou
can't help it.
We have a shoe to fit
your mind's eye, as
well as your feet and
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HOW DO DISASTROUS
FOREST, FIRES START

TBI?

i

"

tf. M.

Talcum Powder, Cold Cream Liquid Green Soap, Almond Meal, Violet
Sec. Toilet Water, Extreme Violet Toilet Water and Assorted Etracts.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.

on Good Terms
Arc
With Your Stomach?

MEXICO CENTRAL.
Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
2:25 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound, arrives In Santa
Fe at 5:25 . m.
NEW

1.

at

10:45 a. m.

No.

Westbound, arrives In Santa
p. m.

425

Fe 3:10

That is what Kodol Is for. The stomach cannot stop work ; If it did you would stop existing.
It cannot even take a vacation and "rest up"
except when it lias Kodol to assist it.

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
Lamy Branch.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
8:25 a. m.
No. 720
4:20 p. m.
Ho. 722 ,
7:40 p.m.
No. 724
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
11:10 a. m.
Ho. 721
6:50 p. m.
No. 723
10:55 p. m.
Mo. 725
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and 2,
east, and No. 3, Limited, west, at
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at,
Lamy.
Ho. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
Ho. 724 connects- with Nos. 7 and 9,
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8, east
bound.

Very likely you never gave a thought to how
hard your stomach works. Most people don't until
they have to. Sometimes, though, it cost less to
do a little thinking before one has to.
Even the galley-slav- e
of the ancients rested at
Intervals. But the stomach of modern man works
harder than the
and it never rests
of itself.
galley-slav-

Kodol, of course,

But they don't that's the trou

keep on good terms with your stomach,

tions.

Ever think of that or why it is true?
The human body is composed of certain chemical elements. These are combined to form substances such as fat, protein, carbohydrates, mineral matter and water.
,

The food we eat is composed of exactly these
elements. The stomach must disintegrate this
food and correctly apportion it to the needs of the
system. Looks like a lot of work for the stomach,
doesn't it? No wonder it occasionally needs
Kodol to help it do this.
The person who has the kind of a stomach that
can do its own work continuously, without assistance has a good deal to be thankful for. Most
people haven't that kind. That is why they require Kodol,

comThe New Mexican rrlntlng
with
work
do
will
your
job
pany
and dispatch.
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KRICK
HENRY
'
Sole Agent for
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER
KiflOiof Mineral Wsleri.

Dealt

u.

N

Order

Afteeue.

Phone 3&

V

x

x

x
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TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection mcde with Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
utomobile leares Torrance for Itos-weat 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
between Santa Fe and Torrance is
$5.80 and between Torrance and Roswell, $10. Reserve seats on automobile by' wire. J. W. Stockard, manager
Automobile Line.

ll

SODA WATER,
Pret

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

STRIPLING-- B
ISUOOESSCRS

TOJ

'f

THEOIRELAND PHARMACY

iJoodiiii IPtflPP For Pure Fresh
8'

o

Kodol will do all the stomach's work for It,
when necessary giving it a period of complete
rest. The rest that restores health. That's how
Kodol cures indigestion which is merely a good
digestion "gone wrong."
People used to think that when they had indigestion they should stop eating or limit themselves to a prescribed diet. Others commenced
purging with cathartics. All that is very disagreeable and unpleasant. Also, it isn't necessary.

Drugs Toilet,

l

Ar-uiiu- iu

R

est alkalln Hot Springs In the worla.
The efficiency of these watere has
been thoroughly tested by the mlrac
uloue cures attested to In the following diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'a Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur.
ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
etc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Board, lodging and bathing 12.50 per
day," $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver tralna and walta
for Santa Fe train upon request Thle
resort is attractive at all seasons and
Is open all winter. Passengers for OJc
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Calionte at 4 p. m., thr
same day. For further particulars a1

drees:

N-

-

Starvation or purging doesn't cure anything.

Kodol doesn't cure anything either but shows
nature the right road, in short order. Kodol
merely establishes complete and perfect
It does this by digesting every particledigestion.
of the
food. The stomach then rests and cures itself.
That is what was Intended when Kodol was made.
Jt couldn't be any other way.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

Kodol is quite indispensable to a good many
persons. To all, in fact, who haven't time in
their daily lives for a careful selection of foods

and diet.

It very

quickly enables nature to

General Express Forwarders

rec-

TO

tify any disagreeable tffects of wrong eating.

All

Our Guarantee
Go to your druggist today and get a dollar
bottle. Then after you have used the entire contents of the bottle if you can honestly say that it
has not done you any good return the bottle to
the druggist and he will refund your money. We
will then repay the druggist. This oiler applies
to the large bottle and to but one in a family.
Every druggist knows our guarantee is good
The dollar bottle contains 2H times as much
as the fifty cent bottle. Kodol is made at the
laboratories of E, C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago.

AS HE

WENT.

Promise to Pay a Lump Sum
Weekly Did Not Bring Results.
"I had heard all about the tipping
system in Europe before going abroad,"
said the young man just returned from
his maidou voyage, "so I thought ld
inaugurate a now system. At a fashionable hold in London the valet assigned to my floor was the subject of
my first experiment.
" 'See here,' I said in a frank, jovial
manner when he came in to attend me,
4I want to make au arrangement with
you. It's an Infernal nuisance to be
handing out tips every few minutes, or,
at least, when I want anything done.
Now, I purpose to lump the whole
thing in weekly payments. I expect
to be here at least three weeks. You
look after me to the best of your ability,
and at the end of each week I'll make
it all right with you in fact, I'll give
you more In a lump sum than you
would get In tips. Is that satisfacHis

Proprietor.M

OloCallenle, Taos County.

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience
by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES.

SALE BY THE ZOOK PHARMACV

TIPPED

THRta

SPRIjVGS.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

BEEli

THE FAMOUS FALSTUFF

Filled lor Any
will heceive

bid-Bett-

if you can. Your health depends absolutely upon
the perfect performance of the stomach's func-

the east

0rdm

rest the stomach, but

now-a-da-

Main Line Via Lamy.
Ho. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
Ho. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south, and No. 3 from

Any Flavor yon

will

that is something nature didn't provide for. f
lived the way nature intended,
pople
it wouldn't have been necessary to provide for it.

-

And All

e,

lo-

cated in the midet of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty milee north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve mllee from Bar-ancStation, on the Denver and Rio
Brands Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage rune to the springs.
The temperature of these waters. Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
sarbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate
ery dry and delightful the entire year
round. Ther Is now a commodious hotel for the convenlenco of invalids and
tourists. Psople Buffering from Con- sumption, cancer, and other contagi
ous diseases, are not accepted. These
watere contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline salts to the gallon, being the rich

Abuse it
and you'll find there's a limit. When the limit
is reached, the stomach must rest. Kodol rests it.

Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe

426

Thus celebrated Hot Springe are

Treat it right its your best friend.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No.

f0T

QJ0 CALlEfJTE

Y ou

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Complied According to Scedule of
Trains Now In Effect.
tio.
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rrie exactly "wTiat youThl'nk" oTiG""
"Of course I shall," replied Tennyson.

After lunch she asked him what he
thought of if.
"If you really wish to know," said he,
"I thought it was like an old shoe."
When they met. Irving asked Tennyson if the story were true.
"No," he said at once. "I didn't say
that. I said something, but it wasn't
that It was like an old shoe."
"What did you say?" persisted Irving.

"I said it was like an old boot."

Aaent

A. P gpiegelberg- 627

Ionian and

an Franclac

Mm

Strori,

Wsres

m

Carlos

Blankttt, Baskets, Wax, Fsather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Geme .
OUR MOTTO: Tt Have the Beet of
Everything, In Our Line.

"The Conduct of Life."
Tudor this head Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote: " "1'is an estimable hint I
owe to a few persons of fine manners
that they make behavior the very first
sign of fir?ce behavior, not performance or talent, or, much less, wealth.
:: ::
U. 8. MAII, AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
While almost anybody has a suppliService
Established Jan. 10, 1906. ' Passengers over 30 hours between
cating eye turned ou events and tilings
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, these points over any other route.
and oilier persons, a few natures are
Full equipment of modern Cars In
central and forever unfold, and these ind Kissel Automobiles.
tory?'
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to
alone charm us. He whose word or
passen" 'Quite, sir.' he said cheerfully, but I
deed you cannot predict, who answers the Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa gers. Courteous and expert Chauffancied he looked disappointed.
e
all
and
points in the Estancia Val- feurs In charge of every Car. Seats
you without any supplication in his
"'Very well,' said I. 'I'm going out eye, who draws his determination from ley and western New Mexico.
reserved on Auto by applying to
for a drive about town. Meanwhile within, that man rules."
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Ky,
take my evening clothes out of my
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto
Co., Roswell, New
out
laid
them
have
and
pressed
trunk,
El Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico.
Was Hamlet Fat?
for me. You'll find studs and buttons
Was Hamlet fat oi slender? M.
Rallwaj
Laggage allowance 60 lbs.
Anv
for the shirt in that box ou the dresser.
M elides, who held the latter view,
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arriv- amount of Baggage can be carrier'
My shoes are in that valise.'
was nearly killed by a sword thrust, of ing at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by
notifying Company at Roswell
"H'all right, sir. Very good, sir. M. Vnnor, who leaned to the hundred
W.
J.
Thankee kindly,' said he, and I left kilos.
STOCKARD
I'nfortunately the rapiers only
with a feeling of elation.
the skin of the duelists and
pierced
"When I got back to the hotel 1 not the
mystery which was the cause
found my evening clothes still in the of the
in Par-Idispute. Pierre
trunk, the shirt and shoes untouched
Revue Cenerale.
and, in short, 'nothing doing.' Next
day I went back to the old system."
For Nonsupport.
New York Tress.
She I e..n't understand why Lord
Busted wants a divorce. His wife had
PIE BIRDS OF BRITTANY.
half a million when he married her.
He Yes, and slip's got every penny of
They Must Be Pretty Strong, Accord it still. That's the
FAL8TAFF BOTTLED BEEK.
ing to This Breton Story.
ANY QUANTITY FROM A PINT UP
"Speaking of exaggerations," said a
Exercise Without Effort.
traveler, "reminds uie of the pie bird
Miss Gaysett-l'- ci
you golf, Mr.
story of the Breton farmer.
Mr. tSlopechin Quite a
"There was a farmer in Brittany Slopechln?
who wished to tell a visitor how his good deal, y'know. I have me unn go
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
IN JH
SANTA
farm had been overrun with pies. Pies, round the course f'me twice a week.
yon know, are large birds, black and Puck.
white, willi long tails a kind of crow.
The fanner said the pies devastated
Stomach troubles wo'i more quickhi.-- j fields
horribly. If he put up scaretfor anjthbg and everything appertaining to Printiif or BiudiM
crows, the birds tore them down. One ly disappear if the idea of treating the
day his young son ran Into the graulte cause, rather than the effect, would 'All on the New Mexican Printing Company.
come into practice. A tiny, inside, hidfarmhouse and shouted:
" 'Oh, father, hundreds and hundreds den nerve, saya Dr. Shoop, governs
of birds! The wheat Is being all eaten and gives strength to the stomach. A
up!'
branch, also goes to the Heart,, and
"The farmer loaded his gun. But one to the Kidneys. When these "in
where was the suotV It couldn't be side nerves" fail, then the organs must
New Mexico Military Institute
found. lie put iu a few handful3 of falter, Dr. Shoop's Restorative is? diROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
tacks instead. Then he ran out. The rected specifically to these failing
"The West Point of the Southwest."
wheatiield was black and white, like a nerves. Within 48 hours after
starting
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
checkerboard, with pies. The farmer the restorative treatment
say
patients
flew
a
all
loud
the
birds
and
4tmy
jell,
g:ive
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
they realize a gain. Sold by Stripling,
A."
up into a tall poplar. He tired, and, Burrows & Co., successors to The
lo. every bird was nailed fast to the
Through Academic course, preparing young
tree. They were nailed fast. Their Ireland Pharmacy.
m
for college or for business life. Great
dapping wings tilled the air with a
of open air work. Healthlets location
mount
New
The
can
Mexican
do
stood
loud whir: The farmer, amazed,
printing
of
any Military School in the Union. Located
watching them. Then a strauge thing equal to that done in any of the large
n
of
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
cities.
Our
solicitor,
every piece
happened. The birds, with one grand
united effort, pulled up the hugo tree work we turn out. Try our stock onc
spot of the 'West at an elevation of 3,700
and you will certainly come again. We
and flew away with It."
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
hava all the facilities fo rturning out
ittle rain or snow during session.
every class of work, including on of
Important Correction.
Eleven Offl"
lnstrqctors, all graduTo Tennyson truth was a simple the best binderies in the West.
ates from stary Jk eastern colleges. Ten
thing. It was simply to be exact. In
buildings, througMy furnished, heated, llehtod
this light should be read an amusing
Married Man in Trouble.
modern in all respects.
and
J' i""j
story found in Brain Stoker's "PersonA married man who permits any
If: s
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W.
al Reminiscences of Henry Irving." member of the
family to take anything
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White
Irving had heard a story that Tenny- except Foley's Honey and Tar, for
son not long before had been lunching
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and WJ
coughs, colds and lung trouble, is guilwith friends in his own neighborhood
A Filyan
of neglect. Nothing else is as good
not far from Haslemere. His hostess ty
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
for all pulmonary troubles. The genusaid to him as they went into the din- ine
address.
no
Foley's Honey and Tar contains
ing room:
COL. J At, W. WILLSON,
"I have made a dish specially for you opiates and is in a yellow package. For
sale
& Co., sucBurrows
by
Superintendent
Stripling,
myself...! bepejuju. will try it and tell cessors to
The Ireland Pharmacy.
Ca-tul-

ticles&Stationery

'A

Manager.

FRESH

McDonalds, Huylers
and Gunthers

ES

s

OUR PLAGE

Prescription Compounding a Specialty

OTTO RETSCH,

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Ring' or Send for "what

lit lillIII r

want Telephone

or--

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars

PH0NE4I.

ders promptly tilled and

Li

and Delivered.

'&

V

V

V

FE

V

V

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek

& Bum

N

CO.

bine

120 San Francisco St.
Call op 132 Black for Carriages.

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

Tw Week

Special Sale

Of

Mtest

nly
Novel-

ties in Fall and Winter Dress
Goods.
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SANTA'FE NEW MEXICAN.!"

Mexico figure out a majority for Andrews and statehood of at least three
thousand and this it is earnestly beTHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
lieved by those who understand the
MAX. FROST, Editor.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'yTreai.
situation, will grow daily from now
Etiered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Postofflce.
until election day and will amount 1o
more
upon that day. There cannot be
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.75
Daily, six months, by mail
$ .20
Daily, per week, by carrier
t0
many
Republican votes on Novem- 2.00
75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
me
:uer
miru nexi. ine more xne
1.00
bx months
65
Daily, per month, by mail
ter for the territory and the more
7.00
Dally, per year, by mail
y,.
"icreditab e for the Rood sense, the pa
triotism and the loyalty of dts citizens.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
There is one hope to which the
bosses of Santa Fe county
Democratic
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
is that they have had
that
and
cMng
every postofflce in the Territory, and as a large and growing circulation
in the Stanley precinct'37j
registered
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
votes which they claim will go solidly
for Tax Dodger Larrazolo and the
CUNION'lLABCL'
Democratic county ticket and this they
hope will insure them a majority on
November the third next, although it
is well known and common public reREPUBLICAN NATIONAL TICKET.
are not over a hun-

port that there
dred legal voters in the Stanley precinct. The Democratic bosses, however, will do their utmost to bring in the
precinct with a wholesale Democratic
vote no matter how fradulent and will
then tinsist that it be counted for their
benefit and for the flection of the

For President William Howard Taft, of Ohio.
James Schoolcraft Sherman, of New York
For
t
For Delegate to
Congress W. H. Andrews.
Vic-Preside-

Sixty-firs-

REPUBLICAN COUNTY TICKET.
I.Iember Council From Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties
T. B. Catron of Santa Fe.
Meirber House From Santa Fe and Smdoval Counties E. A. Miera, Cuba.
Member House From Santa Fe County R. L. Baca, of Santa Fe.
Probate Judge Victor Ortega, of Chimayo.
Probate Clerk George W. Armi.jo, of Santa Fe.
Sheriff Charles C. Closson, of Santa Fe.
Assessor Trinidad Alarid, of Cienega.
Collector Celso Lopez, of Santa Fe.
Treasurer and
term)
Commissioner, Second District Jose Ortiz yPino, of Galisteo.
Commissioner, Third District Alfred Lucero, of Santa Cruz.
County Suuerintendent of Schools John V. Conway of Santa Fe.
County Surveyor Wendell V. Hall, of Santa Fe.
STATEHOOD AND ANDREWS THE
ONLY ISSUE.
Political conditions in the county
of Bernalillo are very favorable for
Republican success and are thusly described editorially by the Evening
Citizen, a paper that is on the ground,
is well posted on conditions and evidently knows whereof it speaks. It is
pleasant to notice that the favorable
state of affairs for Republican success described in the Citizen is also
the case in the majority of the remainder of the counties and that it is
a most reasonable statement to say
that statehood and W. II. Andrews
will be endorsed by several thousand
majority and that more than three-fmirtbof the counties will elect Republican candidates for the assembly
and county officials. Says the Citizen:
"As reports come in from one county after another that W. H. Andrews
will carry them by good sized majorit
ies, has election becomes assured. It
is now only a question of how large
Ms total majority will be, as stated by
this paper some days ago.
"There are only a few more days
until election and the time is short in
which to do much more effective cam
paagning. It is therefore, very import
ant that the Republicans of Bernalillo
county should put their shoulders to
the wheel and work for their county
and legislative ticket and for Andrews
and statehood.
"This county will undoubtedly give
Mr. Andrews a big majority. Bernalil
lo county can do great work for statehood by adding between one and two
thousand votes to the Republican
s

candidate's total.
"That this will be the case, seems
assured. The local county and legislative ticket is one which no Republi
can can consistently oppose. It is a
strong ticket made up of good, representative men and will be elected easily.

"The Democratic ticket is weak, its
candidates are unwilling sacrifices to
the party bosses and some of them do
not care whether they remain on the
ticket or not. In fact, the ticket is a
joke and will carry little weight in
this county this fall.
"The Democratic nominee for delegate to Congress is not the sort of a
man to inspire confidence in the voters of this county where Mr. Andrews
has shown them that "he has earned
the title of the 'man who does
things.'
"The people of Bernalillo county are
in the statehood fight heart and soul.
They want statehood and they want fit
from the next session of Congress.
They have every confidence in the
ability and influence of Mr. Andrews
to secure the enabling act and they
know that Mr. Larrazolo could not accomplish anything were he sent to

ballots contain only the name
great tax dodger, Octaviano A.

Democraic

NO DEFENSE

AS YET FOR THE

GREAT TAX DODGER

LARRA-

ZOLO.
Not a word has yet been advanced
in defense of the greatest of all tax
dodgers, the saintly descendant, so
he says, of the royal family of Spain,
O. A. Larrazolo. The fact that he has
never paid a cent of taxes in New
Mexico and owes today to the people
of San Miguel county, taxes for fourteen years, as evidenced by official
documents and certificates, stands
forth in the bright light of the New
Mexico noon-dasun, as true and as
staring as the rugged mountain peaks
of the Sunshine Territory.
His defenders in this city and county have not dared to say nay. The
gangsters in Albuquerque, Las Vegas,
Socorro and Roswell who have nominated him have had to keep their
peace. The records are against them
and that is the man, thf greatest taxdodger in New Mexico, whom the boss
es of the disrupted Democratic party
in New Mexico desire to have elected
to the Congress of the United States
the greatest and most honorable body
of legislators in the world, and to talk
for the thousands of honest taxpayer:
of the territory and to say, "Behold,
I am your delegate."
It does not stand to reason that
many public spirited and patriotic citi
zens of this territory willggive their
votes to this man for delegate.

zolo for delegate to the Eixty-firs- t
Congress. They know when they are beaten in Sandoval county; that is where
they have better sense than the supporters of the tax dodser elsewhere.

Epi-meni- o

The Republican

ATTORN

DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.

and Bridge Building.
Santa Fe,

EYS-AT-LA-

FOREST.NOT COAL LAND.
(Notice For Publication.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

(Late Territorial Engineer.)
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
New Mexico

October 20th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Luciana
Lujan, widow ot Dolores Tafoya. of
Santa Fe, N. M., has filed notice of
her intention to make final
r
proof in support, of his claim, viz:
Homestead Entry No. 7G80 (02222)
made October 15, 1903, for the SE
SE 4 Sec. 22, SW
SW 4 Sec. 23,
NW
NW 4 Sec. 2G and NE
NE 4 Sec. 27, Township 17 N., Range
10 E., and that said proof will be made
before Register or Receiver, at Santa
Fe, N. M.. on December 3rd, 1908,
She names the following witnesses
to prove her continuous residence upon, and cultivation of the land, viz:
Antonio Lujan, Monico Carrillo,
Lujan and Isabel Tafoya, all of
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

MAX FROST
Attorney-at-Lc-

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Now Merino
Notary Public
g7 w PRICHARD
Office with the New Mexican PrintAttorney and Counselor at Law
ing Company.
Practices in all the District Courts Santa Fe
New Mexico
and gives Bpeclal attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court
DR. F. C. BAKER.
Offlw: Laughlin Blk.. Santa Fa. N. M.
Oculist.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN
Office Hours,
A. M.,
P. M.
Attorney-at-LaPhone 015. Suite 9 Barnett Bldg.
New Mexico Albuquerque
Lrb Cruces
New Mexico
A. W. POLLARD
Attorney-at-LaFifty Years a Blacksmith.
District Attorney, Luna County.
Samuel R. Worley, of Hixburg, Va.,
New Mexico has been
Dentin?
shoeing horses for more than
C.
WADE.
EDWARD
fifty years. He says: "Chamberlain's
Attorney-at-LaFain Balm has given me great relief
Practices in ne Supreme and Dis- from lame back and rheumatism. It it
trict Courts of the Territory, in the the best liniment I ever used." For
Probate Courts and before the U. S. sale by all druggists.
Surveyor General and TJ. S. Land
Offices.
The seals and record books ror noNew Mexico
T,as Cruces,
taries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
E. C. ABBOTT
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporAttorney-at-LaPractice in the District and Su- ated companies are also handled. Call
Prompt and careful at or address the New Mexican Printpreme Courts.
all business.
to
ing sompany, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
iven
attention
New Mexico
Santa Fe.

Santa F
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Register.
Woman Interrupts Political Speaker.
A well dressed woman interrupted a
political speaker recently by continually coughing. If she had taken Foley's
Honey and Tar, she would have cured
her cough quickly and expelled the
cold from her system. The genuine
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
opiates and U in a yellow package. Re-

Engraved cards oe v!se and wed- fuse substitutes. For sale by Stripding invitations a specialty at the New ling, Burrows & Co., successors to The
j
Practices In the Supreme and Dis Mexican Printing office. An one stand- Ireland Pharmacy.
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a ing in need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine samIf you want anything on
try
specialty. Office in Catron block.
New Mexico ples, style of work and nrlces.
SaDta Fe.
New Mexican want "ad"
CHARLES F. EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General.)
A. B. RENEHAN
Attorney-at-La-

of the
Larra-

JUAN NAVARRO,
REPUBLICAN
CANDIDATE
FOR
COUNCIL,
FROM MORA AND TAOS
COUNTIES.
Hon. Juan Navarro, Republican candidate for the legislative council, from
the counties of Taos and Mora, is well
known and very popular in his district
and also in Santa Fe county. The
Spanish-Americaan able and well
conducted paper in the English and
Spanish languages, published at Roy,
concerning him, says:
"The Republicans of this county
have nominated Hon. Juan Navarro, of
Roy precinct for senator for the counties of Mora and Taos. This selection
Is a splendid one and no better man
could be found, who would have more
influence than Mr. Navarro has all over the territory. His public record is
a clean one. He has ably and honestly
served his county as sheriff, senator
and now as county clerk, his official
career is beyond reproach. If he is
elected he will be the servant of the
people. Mr'. Navarro also for many
years served as secretary of the boan'
of Penitentiary Commissioners.
All
of these positions he held are sufficient evidence as to his qualifications.
"In opposition to him the Democrats
nominated another Republican,
Martinez, who, if elected, will
always claim to be a Republican and
will work with only one view in his
mind and that is the moving of the
county seat from Mora to Wagon
Mound, where his personal interests
are ably represented. Fellow voters,
you want to consider this carefully.
Vote for a true, loyal Republican, who
will not switch in order to get an office. A vote for Juan Navarro is a vote
in the betterment of your own

candidate.

county central committee must take
strong steps to watch the vote in the
precinct carefully and to see that all
illegal votes are rejected.

Professional Cards

y

TAFT IN THE LEAD.
Judge William H. Taft and Chair
man Frank H. Hitchcock on the Re
publican side, figure out a handsome
majority for Jude Taft and Repre
Sherman Tuesday next,
sentative
and
while William Jennings Bryan
Chairman Norman E. Mack on the
Democratic side, or rather on the
Bryan side, figure out a similar ma
jority for Bryan
The benefit of the doubt should be
given to the Republican claims and is
so given by the largest and best in
formed metroDolitan
newspapers ot
independent tendencies and by
statesmen and well informed
politicians. It has been well shown
during the three campaigns of "the
man of the crown of thorns and the
cross of gold," that he has a very
vivid imagination and is a great romancer and that his chairman, Nor
man E. Mack, is an excellent hand at
political prevarications and venomous
falsehoods.
On the other hand the splendid
record of Judge Taft has fully established him in the minds of many mil
lions of his fellow citizens as a re- fair-minde- d

--

Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a spec
ialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe.

FIRST J1ATI0JIAL

THE

B. BARBER.

GEORGE

Attorney and Counsellor
Practice in the District
Supreme Courts of the
Prompt attention given to

at Law
Court and
Territory.
all

New Mexico
Lincoln County,
FRANK W. CLANCY

OF SANTA FE.
The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1870
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice

President.

ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney For Second Judic
ial District. Practices in the District
Court and the Supreme Court of the
Territory; also before the United
States Supreme Court in Washington,
New Mexico

Albuquerque,

HOLT AND SUTHERLAND

BAiI

Assistant Cashier
Capital Stock, 1150,000.

undivided Profits, 163,500.

Surplus

Transacts a general banking business in

Its

all

money on the most favorable terms on all kind

branches.

and

of personal

4

Loans
col-

Attorneyi-at-La-

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court if
the Territory.
Las Cruces

New Mexico
MARK B. THOMPSON
Attorney-at-La-

District
Dona

Eighth District,

Attorney

Ana,

Lincoln and Otero coun

ties.
Las Cruces,

New Mexico
HARVIE DUVAL.
Attorney-at-La-

lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and

tention to perfecting titles and organ
izing and financing land and mining
properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
H. M. DOUGHERTY
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme aud Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:

--

WILLIAM M'KEAN
Attorney
Mining uaX Land Law.
New Mexico

foreign

exchange

and

of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
txecutes all orders of Its patrons In he banking line, and alir.a to
xtend to them as liberrl treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent.' The patronage of the public - respectfully solicited.

THE PALME

PTEL

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Pfopt.

New Mexico
Socorro,
CATRON AND GORTNER
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
Office: Catron Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
L. O. FULLEN
Attorney- - Law
District Attorney Ninth District.
Office over First National Bank.
Roswell,
New Mexico

markets for

In all

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rivate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the raw

w

Land, Mining and Corporation Law ex
clusively. Practice in all the District
Courts and Supreme Court. Special at-

stocks

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Urge Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers
;

o

Santa Fet New Mexico.

Washington Avenue

-

t-Law

APPEALS TO HOODLUM ELEMENT
ONLY.
Taos,
The fact that the hoodlum element
'
C. W. G. WARD.
is on top in the Democratic
ranks
Territorial District Attorney for San
in this campaign in the territory is
Miguel and Mora counties.
cited by the Portales Times as an in
fearless,
Las
truly
straightforward,
Vegas
New Mexico
imarkly
dication that Larrazolo and his gangs-- !
ters are playing a losing" game and and absolutely honest man, while
a fine repM. C. MECHEM.
that even in Roosevelt county they Chairman Hitchcock enjoys
Attorney-at-Law- .
will not make much of an issue. utation as a sagacious,
and straightforward political manager.
Times:
the
Says
New Mexico
Tucumcarl,
"The campaign in New Mexico as
C. J. Roberts.
to the delegate to Congress is surely I, John F. Chambers, the Republican Jesse G. Northcutt
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS.
a warm number, especially
for superintendent ot
in this candidate
Democratic
The Demo-- ! schools of Roosevelt county, is a
stronghold.
Attorneys at Law.
are going to the extremes in a'zen of fine educational qualities and
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
peculiar variety of tin born politics much experience in public and high Colorado.
e
certifl- and are evidently very uneasy about schools. He holds a
Washington.
Okla-in
teacher
that
fabulous
as
a
cate
Democratic
for
H. R. PUTNAM
competent
majority
"The peope of Bernalillo county
a
man
He
New
is
Roosevelt
Mexico.
in
and
evidenced
homa
county,
the
by
U. S. Court Commissioner and
have seen Mr. Andrews secure for
signs and pictures that every way well fit for the position by
this county alone $1GO,000 in appropri- ridiculous
Conveyancer.
s
charact-frontations from one session of Congress were put on the sidewalks and store education, by experience, by
Loans
and Real Estate.
He
morals.
has taught
during the night previous to er and by good
and they consider that as very strong
in
his
schools
home
the
and
Texico,
Mr.
New Mexico
of
date
Andrews
and public
private
speaking
evidence that he can make good his
Okla-nes- s
in
and
- state, Iowa,
afterwards
This
shows
weakthe
party.
variety
Correspondents asking information
promise to secure statehood.
of the party perpetrating it, and homa. He is particularly well qualified
"But every Repubican in this county
the Territory of New Mexconcerning
owes it to the territory and to himself may appeal to the hoodlum element, to teach public schools and to look ico,
answered.
promptly
affairs
school
in his
as a good citizen to work for the elec- but is certainly disgusting to the sov- - after public
He
a
member
is
of
the
American
county.
voter."
jent
tion of the Republican ticket from top
W. A. FLEMING JONES.
'
Territorial Teachers' association and
,
to bottom and especially for Andrews
Bonds and Investments.
in
last
this
attended
its
session
DEMOCRATIC DEFEAT SURE IN
city
and statehood.
in
himself
S.
in
and
debates
U.
Commissioner
SANTA
and
for the Third
FE
proved
COUNTY.
"The Democratic party particularly,
The Democratic bosses of this coun- - the meetinS3 of he association an Judicial District of New Mexico.
in Bernalillo county, is badly disorgana thorough educator and Las
ized and greaty discouraged. The Re- - ty are very disconsolate
and awav able "Pker'
New Mexico,
Cruces,
man
01
a
flne
ed he
y"
in
a'
down
have
theiA
never had
the mouth. Defeat stares
better
puhlcans
and local bank references.
Eastern
vamdU1 IdLwr Ior iae
chance to roll up a record breaking entire mush of a ticket in the facewlu pr
Of the people Of Roosevelt
mnViritv nil down tho UnA an U- la tn nnrl nnt n fiinrlo nanMJae.
OSTEOPATHY
he hoped that they will make use of can be elected. The Republican ticket county and he education of their
DR.
CHARLES
A. WHEELON
safe.
the opportunity.
carry for every candidate on it, cnildrei1 will be
treats
jwill
Successfully
and
acute
" 'Andrews and statehood,' is the by hundreds of votes, and for Catron :
chronic diseases without drags or
only issue. 'A vote for one is a vote and Mdera by thousands.
The Republicans of Dona Ana coun medicines. No charge for consulta
ter the other.' "
The Republican party of Santa Fe ty are very sanguine of giving from tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
TTZTTTTTZTrrcounty is better organized, more har- - 300 to 500 majority for statehood, for Hours: 2 m
158.
D. m. 'Phon
The Democrats of Sandoval county monious and in better condition this Andrews and thelf legislative and
' CONY T. BROWN
did a very wise thing which should year than ever before in its history, county tickets. Their nominations
be followed by the Democratic bosses A large majority for statehood, An- - are fine and the Republican adminis-al- l
Mining Engineer,
over the territory. They nominated drews and Its legislative and county tration for the past six years has been
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexi
no legislative and no county ticket for tickets will be the result.
economical, (honest, efficient and pub- - co School of Mines.
November the third next,, and their
Well posted politicians all over New. He spirited. .
New Mexico
Socorro,

4
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KUHOPBAN PltAlT

fair-minde- d

cltl-cra-

first-grad-

pres-ereig-
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Postal Telegraph Office
Commodious Samnlc Rooms
Long Distance Telephone Station.

i

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

a Good One.
.

t

Short Order Department Open Day and
Night,
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Hotel Coronad
One

tf Most

Up

Mate Start

( PEN FROM 5,30 in

--

Oricr

&

Cafe.

Rsstarats

the morning to

I

in

tie Citj

a m

CENTRAL LOCATION.
THE ONLY RESTAURANT THAT RUNSA CHARCOAL' BROILER

Prices are Reasonable
K. C. Meats always on hand
; Everthing in the season
Booms in connection, 60c and & up Hot Cold Water
Baths,
Electric lights. Every room good one,
Q. LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor,
8anta
New Mexico.
,

F,

TV
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Latest

J. J. Fox registered at the Palace
hotel last night from St. Louis. Commercial business brought him to the
city.
Camilo De La 0, Ccrrillos miner,
was in town today to visit relatives
and friends. He stowed at the
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Nor-inandi-

J. II. Dunn, a land owner near Taos,
MISS. A- MUGLER.
came to the city last evening on perStop and figure out
sonal business and registered at the
how much money you
Claire hotel.
-a
J. "V. Council, of Columbus, Ohio,
would save if you cut
was among those who registered ai arriV(i nere at noon today from the
your fuel bills right in
Persona! south. He will be here tomorrow even
the Claire hotel yesterday.
affairs brought him here.
'ing and will be one of the leading
two, and stiil JoulieJ
G. 0. S. Buck. Of Denver, Who has Ki,(,ap,.s nf tho TipniihtieHn mass mwt
the heating power of
considerable ousiness in :ew juexitu, ang in the hall of the House of Reprecomon
was at the Palace hotel today
sentatives in the capitol.
your coal. The result
mercial business.
L. Bradford Prince rewill be the strongest of
J. F. Kirkendall, Philadelphia bus! turned last evening from a ten days'
ar
ness man, was among last night's
all arguments why you
campaign tour in Rio Arriba and San
rivals at the Palace. He came to at Juan counties. He had a strenuous
ought to own a Wilson
tend to commercial business here. ttmo nf It hnt nmdo orpnt nrnp'TVisjs.
connected
of
John Benson,
Denver,
Hot Blast Heater. It is
a(idressefl niany Republican meetings
fa
in an important capacity with several in both comitieg and made many votes
constructed
upon en
insurance companies, is spending a for ,h Republican cause, statehood
to Vft
, v nn business,
ICYt HUJ r 111 kvu
Andrews and the Republican legisla
tirely original prinRobt. Law, president of .the New tive and county tickets. He will re- :
,1 C.4
n
ciples, which are so
il
MpyIpo
J ii iue
: .,
inv.n.w Central Railroad, , with head iimm
vciimtti wuuuiuw ;iuu
t"'CTV;
this
in
spent
yesterday
city,
efficient
quarters
urday an( then pr0ceed to his home
thoroughly
in Albuquerque on railroad business. iorth of E8panoia and will WOrk on
and practical as to
Miss R. Winsor. who lives on trie election day in his home precinct. He
Pecos National Forest, in the vicinity is sanguine of Republican success in
make the Wilson the
of Cow'es, is registered at the Claire Rio Arriba and believes that the Rehotel. She came to do some shopping. publicans will have a big majority In
greatest heater in the
Mrs. A. M. Woolger and daughter, San Juan.
world. Chief among
Miss Elizabeth, left yesterday for Los
these is the famous
Angeles, where they will spend the
(Continued On Page Eight)
health
winter for the benefit of the
of the former.
The Bon Ton restaurant is now un
J. H. Bean, farmer and stock raiser der the management of Hugh F. Du
near Penasco, Taos county, was a Val, who has bought out the interest
guest at the Norman die yesterday. Mr. of John V. Conway. It will be known
Bean came to the Capital to look af- hereafter as the Capital Cafe and a
through which all gases generated .ire
ter business affairs.
both
of
short
made
will
be
specialty
burned, eliminating a'.l wnste.
N. Sanchez, farmer near Aicaiae
orders and reRular meaia. It is Mr.
-- ;
mo Arnua cuumy,
BnVal's intention to rive Santa Fe a Its MONEY in your Pocket, COAL In your bin, and COMFORT In your home
and today in tne cuy on H
Ito own a Wilson -- SEE US-W- E
CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
strictly first.clai5g restaurant
friends ana io purcuase ihuhoiuu
Mail Orders Solicited
Only Complete Stock
WE SELL FURNITURE.
in the City,
Phone No. 83.
He stopped at the Coronado.
J. J. Ketchem, resident and farmer
near Espanola, had has name on the
Normandie hotel register today. He
A. M. Dettelbach Manager.
came to purchase ranch supplies and
to look after personal business.
Dr. F. Palmer, of Cerrillos, arrived
WE LEAD, OTHERS FOLLOW.
in the city yesterday afternoon, comwho
ing here with M. E. Newhouse,
local
the
Into
initiated
was
last night
Elks lodge. Both returned -- home
-

your money left over.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
re
are going to be a great
to a few dimes or nickels a
and nickels will
dimes
life!
and
these
in
many days
your
sum.
a
into
good large
grow
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.

If you are trinity, you have some

of

j

day-the-

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALL THIS?

mm m

Why it just means making a man of you.
wish.
as
to
do
free
you
Making you
Making you and your family happy and contented.
i

i

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW
THE UNITED

BUI

STATES

Hi

pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.
T3U

Fim

LIE

Hot Blast

RI6S. RELSABtfi HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURGES. HACKS.

CALL
When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

Til

,

,

Line.

OPERA HOUSE

I,..

TONIGHT

to-da-

YOU

Down Draft

;

9

.

tV

Vw. u.y.

.

TRUST COMPANY

LIVERY STA!

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

TWm

Kubmt stamps

PROGRAM

known oculist
whi. you strike this establishment, Dr. F. C. Bakes,willwellarrive
In Santa
of Albuquerque,
We handle nothing but
PICTURES.
at the
be
wall
and
Fe this evening
FIRST-CLAS- S
"A Good Medicine. "
FLOUR AND FEED Claire hotel Friday, Saturday and SunHe comes on professional busi"Thirsty Moving Men."
TLose who have dealt with us don't day.
ness.
have to be told how excellent our speSong "Comrade Mine."
Hon. Solomon Luna, president of the
cialties are: And those who don't ttfinir nf Commerce at Albuquerque,
know out flour and feed are losing
in Black and White" or
and chairman of the territorial sheep
something every day they remain un- sanitarv board, arrived in Amuquerque
"Heard Over the Phone."
acquainted. It you are1 one of these
and will remain in the Duke
you should give us a trial order at yesterday
several days on business.
City
once.
Change of Program Every
Miss Vivian Graves of the state of
AND THURSDAY
MONDAY
Sole Agency For
Mississippi, has arrived in the city and
of
office
the
has taken a position in
INTERNATIONAL 8TO"K FOOD
Two Shows Daily, 7:30 and 8:45 p. m.
i
Aeent
Snppinl
rwof
beroy u.
mei
10c
ojicviai
Moore, of the general land office, who Reserved Seats
20c
is in charge of the special agents m
MATINEE.
Mexico.
New
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
at 3:30 p. m.
Saturday
Every
10c
Attorney General James M. Hervey Adults
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEED.
week dn Roswell and
this
has
spent
5c
Nbw
Mexico
Exclusive
anta
In
S
Houte
Grain
.hildren
Fe,
The Only
other towns in Chaves and Eddy coun-tinecampaigning for the success of
WTiWrTTri
statehood, Andrews and the Republican party. He Is an eloquent speaker
and always makes a good impression.
Assistant Director J. B. Sloan, of
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
the U. S. Weather Bureau, and W. W.
Woodward, left yesterday for Cochitl,
Denver Colorado.
and Bland, where they wall spend several days hunting. Game Is reported
plentiful in that section, especially
hears, and they expect to establish a
new hunting record for 'the season.
Stewart Van Vliet, who owns one
of the prettiest ranches on the upper
New
A. JW,
Pecos, arrived in town last night, acBlock
Catron
by James R. Carruthers,
companied
M.
N.
Santa Fe,
the
who
past month at the Van
spent
ISCEESSBSS
Vliet ranch. They made the trip overland and report much snow in the
mountains.
R. H. Stolle. a young business man
of Springfield, Ohio, has arrived in the
city and has taken rooms at St.
Vincent's Sanitarium. Mr. Stol'e is a
bookkeeper and accountant and is in
search of a position. He comes well
health
recommended.
Impaired
he
may
to
and
the
him
city
brought
remain here for some time.
B. F. Pankey of Lamy, owner of the
extensive Eaton land grant in south
Santa Fe county, was a guest at the
Hotel Claire today on business connected with the extensive ranch which
he owns which contains about eighty-on- e
10
thousand acres, is fenced on all
306-- 8
San Francisco St 'Phone
&
1
and it is understood that Mr.
sides
No
'Phone
Undertaking
log
Night Call
has about 4,000 graded cattle
Pankey
A SPECIALTY
.
i

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
DEAL OF TIME.
USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

.

LEO H
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

H.S.KAUNE

Ml

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BER6E0E, Manaoer for

GUT PRICES

Mexico

Concord

CUT PRiCES

Grapes
at their best

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

FOR

Mission Desks, Office Chairs

Eialni

NOW READY
UR STOCK OF WINTER
UNDERWEAR FOR

Men, Women and Children

U Now Complete 1
Have a large assortment in all wool, cotton and,
'
Same came in white, natural
wool; and all cotton.
'
and colors.

ijl

Priceii range from 25 cent

to $3.00 per Garment.

Julius

H,

::Li

T

PRICE-LIS-

I

T

15c
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
inches long
20c.
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Each additional line on stamp, 15s. i
One-lin- e
25c.
Stamp, over 3 2 and not ov er 5 inches long
20c.
Each additional line on same stamp,
One-lin- e
15c.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch in siz, we charge for one
Where type used is over one-hainch or fraction.
line for each one-ha-

One-lin- e

2

lf

lf

--

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
Regular line Dater
Definance Model Band C;:cr
e
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS.

grazing thereon.
J. H. Cobbey, who has been in the
city several months engaged in the
examination of the revision of the
statutes of New Mexico, made by the
committee on revision, left last evening for his home at Beatrice, Nebras
t
his vote for
ka, where he
and
the RepubliSherman
Taft and
can state ticket. He expects to return
during the early part of the coming
year to do more work on the revision
of the laws. He is a consistent Republican and would not miss the chance,
to vot'e for the Republican presidential
candidates and the Nebraska Repub
lican state ticket for a good deal.
Hence his journey home.
Hon. H. O. Bursum, of the Republican territorial "central committee,
who for the past week has been touring
southern and southeastern New Mexico and conducting mass meetings arid
making strong and telling speeches
which have made Republican
votes,
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C. A. BISHOP.

O. C. WATSON

O. C WATSON & COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE U. S. FIDELITY
!
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GUARANTY CO OF BALTIMORE

MD

AVOID EMBARRASSING OBLIGATIONS

If you are elected to soino oflk'inl position this coming election
you will be required to give a bond for the falthf nil performance of
your duties. Do not aBk your friends to sign the samo for you.
when our Surety Company will sign for a small premium. Be free
from embarrassing obligations lis' the matter of your bond.
OUR BATfc'.S ARK LOW. Most Bonds Can Be Written Here
In Our Office. If you will write or telephone, we will bs pleased to
furnish promply any Information desired.

ALSO,

ji

LIFE. ACCIDENT, STEAM BOILER.
PLATE
GLASS,
AUTOIKOPILE,
FIRE & BURGLARY INSURNDE.
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Heaters, Rugs, and Linoleums
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SUPPLIES

ART

MURES

AND FRAMING

We Make a
DEVELOPING PRINTING
AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
Mail orders given prompt attention.
Send (or Catalogue.
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY, '
510 S. Broadway, Las Angeles, Calif.
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Santa Fe Has to Bow to the Inevitable
Scores of Citizens Prove It.
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Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive
gency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers,
free upon application.
st frtight servica to and from all Eastern and Western markets.
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Mrs. Bernarda Rivera de Escudero,
living at 106 Grlfflffln street, says: "As
a general tonic, and In all cases of
trouble arising from the kidneys, I
know no remedy more worthy of con
fldence than Doan's Kidney Pills. For
about a year I was bothered by a weak
ness and a dull aching across my
loins and kidneys. I also tired easily.
After using the contents of two boxes
of Doan's Kidney Pills, procured at
the Ireland Pharmacy, the pains were
; relieved,
my back was strengthened
land my health better In every way. I
am Indeed, grateful to Doan's Kidney
Pills for the great benefit I received
from them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, New
for the United
York, sole agents
take no other.
Remember the name Doan's and
years ago, which has kept the kidneys
cases. Read this:
The New Mexican Printing
especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are
ruled, with printed headings, In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongty and durably bound with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, have full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page.
The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound In one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices:
Civil or Criminal
$2.75
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order.
State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wante r,
corn-docke-

SCHEDULE

Miles From
lH'8 Moines

After reading the public statement
of this representative citizen of Santa
Fe given below, you must come to this
A.
conclusion:
remedy which cured
In good health since, can be relied up
on to perform the same work In other

n

In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1.
DAILY

I

,

60
63
69
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9
7
7
7
7
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p. m.
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p. m.
p. m.
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p. 111.
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15 a. m.
43 a. m.
25 a. in.
50 a. ni.
40 a. ni.
25 a. 111.
00 a. 111.
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MUKtYMUUN.

Palace.
Louis C. Hill, Phoenix, Arizona; O.
H. Warren, Chicago; G. O. S. Buck,
PhiladelEh? No; da girl's all risht, my frandj Denver; J. F. Kirkendall,
Dat'a inak' eet harder too.
phia;; J. J. Fox, St. Louis.
Ila. wait an' yon weell ondrastand;
Claire.
I tal eet all to you.
Thomas Tryo, Alacalde; R. C. Smith,
Tou see, dees Joe long time ago
Oat Kosa for hees mash,
Albuquerque; Jose R. Lucero, Lam
An' evra suence he worka so
bert Reinhait, Las Cruces; Augustin
For malt' an save da ,cash,
F.
Lopez, Mesilla: ,T. H. Dunn, Taos;
Baycaiise.lie want gat marry soon
Isaac Sandoval, Jay C. Gale, Leon
An' mebbe takln", too,
Dees w'at you calla "honeymoon,"
Mace, Jesse Pate, Raton ; B. F. Pankey
Like 'Merioana do.
Lamy; Miss R. Winsor. Cow'es; J.
Wan day ho tak'
note
W. Council, Columbus, Ohio; R. W.
An' go to steamship store
An' buy two teecket for da boat
Lewis, Socorro.
Dat sail for Baltimore.
Normandie.
An' don he tal me: ''Shut your mout
Camilo De I O, Cerrillos; Floren- An' junta looka wise.
Dees theeng ees no for talka 'bout;
tino Mascelli, Franco Pasqual, Madrid;
Eet gona be su'prlse."
J. J. Ketcham, Espanola; H. C. Men-zo- ,
w'en
Bo,
(ley marry yostaday
Madrid; J. If. Bean, Penasco; S.
He smile so proud, slgnore,
Wen he ees keess her cheek an' say,
L. Cohen, Denver; W. R. Gault, New
"Wo sail for Baltimore!"
York.
Ah, den, my frand, so sadda sight
Coronado.
You nevva see, oh, my!
Poor Rosa, she ees gat so white
Samuel Echols, Thatcher, Arizona;
An' ees baygeeu to cry.
N. Sanchez, Alcalde; Lee Weaver, El
"Ees dees," she say, "a weddln' treep?
Paso; Lee Shephard, Buffalo, New
Soocli fooleeshness you speak!"
York.
I no can sland eet een a sheep;
Da sea ees mak' me seeck."
Poor Joe, he swear, an' den he keess
The
wholesome, harmless green
An' coax an' beg her so,
For theenk of all dat she weell meess, leaves and tender stems of a lung healBut no, she weell no go.
ing mountainous shrub, give Dr.
"Oh, Rosa, mia," Joe ees cry,
Shoop's Cough Remedy Its curative
"Your heart eet ees a stone,
For dat you mak' me say goodby
properties. Tickling or dry bronchial
An' tak' da treep alone!"
coughs quickly and safely yield to this
highly effective Cough. Dr. Shoop asOh, lonely honeymoon, an', oh,
So sadda man, slgnore,
sures mothers that they can with safeDat gotta leave hees wife an' go
ty
give it to even very young babes.
Alone for Baltimore!
No opium, no chloloform absolutely
So hearta broka man like Joe
Yon nevva see bayfore.
nothing harsh or harmful. It calms the
--T. A. Dally In Catholic Standard and
distressing cough, and heals the sensiTimes.
tive membranes. Accept no other. Demand Dr. Shoop's. Sold by Stripling,
The Boss Was On.
"I have come to tell you," said the Burrows & Co., successors to The Ireemployee who had been busy feather- land Pharmacy.
ing his own nest with the company's
The New Mexican Printing company
money, "that my health Is failing."
is prepared to furnish cards da vit
"So?" said the boss coldly.
or ladles and for gentlemen on short
low cough. "The doctor says 1 can't notice in first class style at reasonable
hold out much longer."
rices, either engraved or printed.
"Oh, I don't know," said the boss Call at the New Mexican Printingcom- still more coldly. "Maybe if you had
A JEWELER'S EXPERIENCE.
'held out' less you'd be able to hold out
C.
R. Kluger, The Jeweler, 1000 Virlonger." And the employee went away
with a dazed feeling that all was not ginia Ave., Indianapolis,
Ind., writes :
well with the little knockdown game "I was so weak from kidney trouble
he had thought was so supersmooth.
that I could hardly walk a hundred
Judge.
feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
Business Is Business.
my backache and the irregularities disappeared, and I can now attend to busi
ness every day, and recommend Foley's Kidney Remedy to all sufferers,
as it cured me after the doctors and
other remedies had failed.
For sale
by Stripling, Burrows & Co., successors to The Ireland Pharmacy.

10

86
89
94

Harlan
Ute Park

Going

three-year-ol-

d

FRATFRNAL

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Regular communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
1, A.

N. L. KING.

Worthy Master.

ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.

Sunt:; Fe Chapter No.
R. A. M.

Subscribe

Regular

Santr, Fe Commandary
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth
Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
H. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY P. STEPHENS, 14,
Secretary
U. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. H.
holds Its regular session on the sec-n- d
and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
end welcoma.
T. P. GABLE,
Exalted Ruler
J. D. SENA,
Secretary.

Evasions
El Paso Driving Club Race Meet,
1908.

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
At Torrance
Be in El Paso

at

1110 A. M.

at 5:30 P.M.

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant jouaney via
the S. F. C. and E. P. fe S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the first time you have occas-sioto go El Paso.
n

V.

R- -

STILES,

General Passenger Agent.

El Paso, Texas,

01 R EOTTO ROUTE
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the

for the New Mexican.

Subscribe

for the New Mexican.

Denver & Bio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Lais vailsy, Also to the San

Juan country of Colorado.

For information as to rates,
literature, etc., call on or address
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.

Denver, Colo.

in

service, descriptive
,F H. McBRIDE, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

"FHEN

in need of
V V thing on Eatth
ity a
NEW MEXICAN WANT AO.

It will positively bring results.

t

The Brute.

bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code

No Cause For Complaint.

Weary

Walker

(with

paper)

Say,

Tatters, it striises me dat dese jokes
erbout our perfusion is most worked
f death.
'don't yousekeer
Tired
so long as 'tain-t- : us wot's lein' worked
t death. Detroit Tribune.
Tatter---Well-

,

Wouldn't Trust It.
"You reckon jou'd make de trip ter
heaven ef dar wuz a elevator gwino
dar?"
"No, sub.! Kaze I well knows ef I
wua in dat elevator de devil would ba
sho' ter be pullin' de rope
Constitution.
Surrounded by Food.
goodness," exclaimed little
'Rastus Johnsing, "I wisht I was laik
de li'I boy in dis hyar story book!"
"WhufferV" asked his mother.
"Rase hit say he went to bed wlf de
Press. '
chicken.
'

"Mah

7

$16.10.

"What am I going to do, Harold?"
called out a woman from the window
of nn apartment house to her huaband,
who stood on the stoop lighting his
"What shall I sny to the
cigarette.
landlord? He's coming round this afternoon for the last time, and you know
It.'
"I will leave it to you, my dear,"
Herewith are some bargains offered Harold
blandly. "If you can
New
Mexican Printing Com- bluff blmreplied
by the
as well as you do me, you're
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the nil right." New York Press.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Not Photographic.
"Now," snddouly exclaimed the timid
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt- youth, who had finally screwed up the
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of courage to turn out the
gas, "if you
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, don't mlnd- "English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
"Really, you needn't have done that,"
full leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible said the sweet
girl calmly. "A dark
Cover Pocke Docket, single, $1.25; room Isn't necessary for the
developtwo or more books, $1 each; New ment of this
negative." Houston Post.
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.80 each; Compil
Not Well Liked.
ation Corporation Laws. 75c; CompilaLudwlg (to his sister as they go to
tion Mining Laws, 50c; Money's D- see their uncle on his birthday) Do
full you remember last year he had a
igest of New Mexico
Reports,
sheen, $6.50; full list school blanks. bad attack of pout and didn't want na
to stay long?
Bertha Oh, yes. Let's hope he'll
and
Legal blanks both English
Spanish for sale by the New Mex- have another this year.
ican Printing company.

Nov-5--

Round trip via. Santa Fe. Dates of
sale, November 2, 3, 4. Return limit,
November 8. 1908.

to EI Paso?

A pain prescription is printed upon
each 25c. box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Drusrgist
if this formula is not complete. Head
pains, womanly pains, pains anywhere
get instant relief from a Pink Pain
Tablet. Stripling, Burrows & Co., successors to The Ireland Pharmacy.

1

con-

vocation second Monday
of each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p, m,
S. SPITZ. H p
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

i

SAVED HIS BOY'S LIFE.
"My
boy was badly
constipated, had a high fever and was
No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N. in an awful condition. I gave him two
j Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train
m.
M., 6:15 p.
doses of Foley's Orlno Laxative and
t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.f the next morning he was entirely well.
8:55 a. m.
Foley's Orino Laxative saved his life."
A. Wolkush, Casimer, Wis. For sale
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows: by Striplfng, Burrows &
Co., success
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
ors to The Ireland Pharmacy.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
Herewitn are some Dargatns offeree
TracK connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. by the New Mexican
Printing ComA. S. at Des Moines, E. P
& S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
xmmm
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate, bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Red
Lakes.
Rayado, Aurora and
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
$6; the two for $10; AdaptPleadings,
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws
of
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
W. A. GORMAN,
English and Spanish pamphlets $2.25;
J. van HOUTEN;
E, J, DEDMAN,
Old Gentleman Is there anything tc
V. Dres. and Gen JHgr- - Gen- - Pass- - Agent full leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible
Superintendent
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; see oil the other side?
RATON. N.
RATON, N- two or more books, $1 each; New
RATON, N- - Ni.
Ferryman 'o.
Old Geutleruan Is toere an Inn oi
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
and 10 inclusive $3 . 30 each ; Ccmpir anything?
atlon Corporation Laws, 75c; CompilaFerryman No.
Old Gentleman Then what do peotion Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full ple go across for?
Ferry ma nTu ppence. Sketch,
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
i.

7. 23 p. 111.
7. 45 p. ni.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Tou know deei Joe dat use' to go
For work weeth me, slgnore?
He's marry yestaday, you know,
An' eon' for Baltimore,
An' so deosRusta man like Joe
You nevva Bee bayfore.

The King of All

Cylinder Machines

The new "BQ" Columbia Graphophone is the one machine of
its kind. It embodies the very points which have made the
great success of the Disc Graphophones. Compact, convenient, shapely and simple, it is an entirely new departure
in talking machine design.
It has the famous Columbia Aluminum Tone Arm and a
big flower horn swings in any direction.

Columbia Graphophone
Type "BQ"on Easy Terms
with a comp'ete outfit of Columbia Cylinder
Records, your own selection $34.65 on
ea-sweekly terms.
WRITE TO IIS for httantifnl fnlHor Hoc
riptive of this new "BQ" Graphophone
We make a speciality of sellin g
(iraphophones by mall and it is just as easv and
aausiaviui y iu yuu as u yuu Stepped 11110 OUT St Ore

and selected the machine yourself.

AGENTS WANTED WHERE WE ARE NOT NOW REPRESENTED.
Denver Store
507 Sixteenth St.
Los Angeles Store . . 518 S. Broadway.
Dallas Stor
315 Main St.

......
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BELEN. NEW
FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS
NEW MEXICO.

of
THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to betheCOUNTY SEAT
1 is nnv
Torrance County New Mexico Wv laid out in thp fall of 1905
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of ine
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east and west from
Chicago to all California points and the Santa Fe Central Railway running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection with the Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico The best shipoiag and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

1

LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY Z

OF

F

Of.

.

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam ine of the Santa Fe
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, (j,lve9tor and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet iaid out with broad 80 and
streets, wilh alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade treest
public school house, costing 116,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Patent
modern improveRoller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new
ment and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for' wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be
70-fo-

e

estimated.

-- L,.-

.J..U.A,

THE BELEN TOWN

ITHEWILLARDTOWN&I IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

COMPANY
i

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE!

BELEN TOWNSITE

WILLARD TOWNSITE

I

IMPROVEMENT

&

EHBEE2EE3323

Z3S5

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS
OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and rosidence lots on
the townsite situate upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

:

semi-annuall- y.

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

Vice-Pre-

s

E. P. DAVIES, Agent
of Company.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
:

: APPLY

TO

:

:

:

Hans Sees Both Sides of Life
While Attending to Business.
MAN

VISITS HIM.

Gets a Cold Reception From the Little
German Shoemaker and Proceeds to
Make It Hot For Him Old Man Sny.
der Calls For a Chat.
Copyright,

1907,

THE BELEN

New Mexico.
COBBLER

SORROWFUL

ds

by C. H. SutclifCe.

I vlias in my shop in It a cement
patch on a shoe for feefteen cents vhen
a tall, sad looking man comes in und

says:

TOWN

&

IMPROVEMENT CO.,

.

Willard,
DFRG E

One-thir-

iAPPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS.

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
:

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded and 2.000 shade trees on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
may remain cn note, with mortgage as security, for
purchase money, cash. Two-thirone year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

cola world to TmTsome JoTST oTcarry-in- g
in coal, "hen I get oop in der
i sorrowful,
und vhen
mornings I
I lie down tit night I vhas afraid. It
vhas all sorrow, sorrow, sorrow, but do
you care a continental cocked hat?"
"I don't pelief I do," 1 says.
"No, of course not. You vhas a happy man und a bloated aristocrat. You
can haf country sausage eafery day
for dinner und walk oudt mit your
cane, und you don't care for poor peoI make you care,
however.
ples.
Dootchmans, look oudt for yourself!"
He Was Badly Damaged.
Mid dot he shumps at me und chokes
me und rolls me on der floor, und
vhen he goes avhay I vhas damaged
until my head swims und der shop
goes round und round. I haf to smell
some camphor und put a rag around
my head before I go to work again.
Maype it vhas one pefore der old
man Snyder comes in. He vhas some
Dootchmans, too, but he makes me
tired. He sits down und shmokes his
pipe und don't say one word for forty
minutes py some clocks. Den he
speaks oudt:
"Hans, how vhas it aboudt some

"Cobbler, do you haf some rope
around here to gif me to hang myself?"
"Not today," I says.
"Haf you got some poison?"
"Only one pound, und I keep dot for
cats."
"Vhill you please put a knife in my trusts?"
"I don't keep 'em on hand," I says.
heart or hit me on der head mit an
"Don't try to be funny. You haf
ax?"
heard
of trusts. It vhas trusts who
"I vhas too busy."
der prices of meat, leather,
oop
pvt
"Ah, dot vbas dor vhay of der world coal und lots of tings."
sor-- always too busy to care for der
"Vhell?"
"Vhell, you know I vhas der only
man for ien blocks around dot makes
frankfurters. Peoples who half to buy
must come to me. I keep der price so
much all der time. A week ago my
wife wakes oop in der night und says
to me:
"'Snyder, you vhas a fool!'
" 'How vhas dot?' I says as I wake
oop too.
" 'Because you don't make one hoon
ered per cent profit on sausages.'
" 'But how can I?'
" 'You shall become
trust und put
prices oop. Der peoples must haf
frankfurters, und dey must come to
you.. If you vhas a smart man you
vhas rcech In vone year.'
"Vhell, dot makes me do some tint
Ing," says Snyder. "F sit und tiuk
und scratch my head, und ,1 stand oop
und tink und feel of my ear, und in
two days I vhas a trust, und prices
vhas, oop. .1 vhas a trust for two
days, und den I vhas bustea.
"How vhas it?" I says.
"GET OOP LIVELY
"Shust like dls. I drink a keg of
rows of others! Vhas it somet'ings to beer eafery week. My beer vhas oudt
I goes by der brewery
you dot I married a womans who one day, und
won't take In washing to support me?" und says:
"'Schmidt, you may send me oop
"No." "
dot
If
care
keg of beer for a dollar und a
house
vhas
"Do you
my
half.'':'..;::-!',1:':V '7,wretchedness und my days und nights
"
he
haf
says.
some,'
don't
'I
woe?"
of
vhas full
"'Butvhy?
"No."
'
Beer and Frankfurters.
"My wife pulls my hair und chokes
me undshe 4rlie9jne judt intoder
!L'Because she Jiaf gone oqeto 14
!

.

,

Beer vhas in sympathy" mil
you know. Ven one goes
oop, der odder goes oop too.'
"Dot knocks me oudt, but I haf to
pay. Dot same day I goes by der
tailor who cleans my clothes und says,
He
'How mooch to clean my coat?
says it vhas feefteen cents more ash
before because frankfurters vhas gone
1
oop, und coats vnas in sympainy.
a
of
ton
man
coal,
coal
for
der
go by
but it vbas gone oop a quarter on a
ton to me. I goes by der butcher for
my meat, but meat vhas higher. It
vhas so in eafery place, und I bust oop
my trust und go home und say to my
wife:
" 'If I make ?4 ash a trust und lose
$G ash an indiwidual, how many fools
vhas in our family?
"I like Mr. Snyder to go home, because I shall send oudt der growler for
beer und drink by myself, but he
smokes und smokes und stays on, und
by und by he says:
" 'Hans, maype I do some awful
t'ings last night, und I vhas feeling
bad aboudt it.'
" 'Do you rob somepody?' I says.
" 'No, not dot. I used to haf a
named Carl. He vhas a
fine man, unci he reads und finks a
great deal. He don't belief be shall
go to heaven vhen he dies, but dot he
vhill turn Into some animal und stay
on earth. I laugh at him many times,
but he vhas werry serious. Maype
you remember dot he dies last spring?
He shumps off a street car und falls
on his head und breaks his neck. You
could tr.ko his face und turn it clear
around und make him look backward.'
"Yes, I hear aboudt it."
On His Guard.
"Vhell, I can't say if he turns into
some animal, but all der time I vlias
looking oudt for him. Maype he vhas
a horse or a dog or a cat. Last night 1
comes home late und finds a dog in
my westibnle. Maype I haf too mooch
beer und vhas mad. Ash soon ash I
see dot dog I shump on him und kick
him down der steps, und I no sooner
tell my wife about it dan she throws
oop her arms und cries oudt:
" 'Oh, cruel man, vhat haf you done?
Dot poor dog vhas my poor brudder
Carl come, to us for food und lodgings.'
"I run oudt und whistle und call und
look all nrountlt, but der dog can't be
found. He vhas afraid I kick him some
more. Hans, do you pelief dot vlias
my brudder-in-law?- "
"I can't say, but if I vhas him I bite
you vhen you kick."
"I wish he had. I wish I vhas too
drunk to kick him. Poor Carl! He
comes home for supper und a bed, und
bo tneet3 mit a kick und cusswords. I
don't pelief I can ever forgif myself."
Snyder Sheds Tears.
Mr. Snyder turns his head avhay und
beds tears, but I can't say nottlngs to
comfort him. In der first place, I vhas
too. busy mit dot half sole,, und In der
shillings.

frankfurters,

WM. M. BERGER Secretary.

JOHN BECKER, President
nest" "maype dot dog vbas somepody
und goes by der
else's brudder-in-lawrong house. Nopody speaks for ten
minutes, und den Mr. Snyder wipes
avhay der tears und says:
"Hans, did you hear aboudt me und
der street car conductor?"
"I don't pelief so."
"Vhell, I make complaint against him
at headquarters. I take a street car
der odder day to go to Greenfield. I
don't know where it is. und I tell der
conductor to let me off. Dot car goes
on und on, und it vhas one hour pefore

I says:
" 'Don't we come to Greenfield yet?'
"'Vhy, man, we vhas six miles be-

yond It!' he says.
' 'But I wanted to
get off at Greenfield.'
'
"You must be mistook. Greenfield
vhas all right in der summer, but now
dot it vhas winter you want to get off
at Snow Hill. "
"Und dot vhas not all, Hans. Vhen
I goes to get off der car he calls oudt,
Step lively!' Dot makes me fall down,
und he calls oudt, 'Get oop lively!' I
gets oop und starts avhay, und he
shouts after me, 'Limp lively!' und
eaforybody laughs und makes me feel
bad. I make complaint und haf him
bounced oudt. It vhas all right to b
lively, but you must not be too lively.
Vhat did you say, Hans?"
I don't say nottings, und while I
vhas saying it und keeping still Mr.
Snyder falls asleep und don't wake oop
till all der beer vhas vanished und
gome ice water vhas in der pail.
M. QUAD.
A Puzzler.

SfnriTaa 10 sllgh'uy" riiso her head,
Fot she was small, you see.
Ant we were all alone Just then.
She sweetly bit the stem oft short
And pinned a rose on me.
I pressed my Hps upon

her

WAMTS

Hps,

And love o'erflowed my eyes.
FOR SALE Household furndture at
She did not say. "How dare you, s!rf
205 Palace avenue.
But heaved soft, happy sighs.
She was my mother, sweetheart, all.
I pressed my Hps upon her lips.
Board and rooms at 106 Aztec
And love filled full our eyes.
George Cookroan Watson In New Ycrt avenue. Mrs, Eberhart.

Press.

Served as coffee, the new coffee sub
stitute known to grocer's everywhere
is Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will
trick even a coffee expert. Not a grain
of real coffee in it either. Pure, health
ful toasted grains, malt, nuts, etc, have
been so cleverly blended as to give a
wonderfully satisfying coffee taste and
flavor. And it is "made in a. minute,"
too! No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling. Test it and see. Dr. Shoop created Health Coffee that the people might
have a genuine coffee substitute, and
one that would be thoroughly satisfy
ing in every possible respect. Sold by
Cartwright-Davl-

s

FOR RENT Three pleasant rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire at this
office.

FOR SALE Good
upright piano,
nquire at Wagner Furniture company
store.
FOR RENT
R. G. depot;

$8

Small house near D. &
per month. T. P.

WANTED A girl to do housework,
light housekeeping. Apply at New Mex-ca- n
Printing company.

C.

WANTED A competent cook at St.
The New Mexico printing company Vincent's Sanitarium. Apply to Sister
and Superior. Good wages and comfortable
has ready and for sale
correct compilations of the territorial hon.9
laws, price 75 cents, of
road laws, pprice 50
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These
can be purchased by applying in per
son or by mail at the office of the
company.
Incorporation

the territorial

Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
quickly, strengthening the lungs and
expels colds. Get the genuine in yellow
package. For sale by Stripling, Burrows & Co., successors to The Ireland

Pharmacy.

More Than tr.cugh is Too Much.
Hie New Mexican Printing comTo maintain health, a mature man
or woman needs just enough food to pany has prepared civil and criminal
repair the waste and supply energy and dockets especially for the use of Jusbody heat. The habitual consumption tices of the peace. They are especiaof more food thn is necessary for lly ruled, with printed headings, In
made of
these purposes is the prime cause of either Spanish or English,
y
stomach troubles, rheumatism and dis- 'good record paper, strongly and
bound
with
leather
and
back
orders of the kidneys. If troubled with
'covers and canvas sides, have full
indigestion, revise your diet, let reason and hot appetite control and take index in front and the fees of justices
a few doses of Chamberlain's Stomach of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page.
The pages
and Liver Tablets and you will soon
10
are
inches. These books are
be all right again. For sale by all drug- made
in civil and
dur-lebl-

criminal dockets,
up
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one

It is an admitted fact that real escivil and 320 pages
book, 80
tate, financial men and merchants all criminal. pages
To introduce them they are
say that quickest and best resniltsara offered
at the following prices:
obtained
by advertising '- the New Oivll or Criminal
.....$2.75
Mexican.
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
ARE YOU ONLY HALF ALIVE?
docket, or 55 cents additional
for a
People with kidney trouble are so combination docket, they will" be sent
weak and exhausted that they are on- by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
ly half alive. Foley's Kidney Remedy full must accompany order.
State
makes healthy kidneys, restores lost plainly whether English or Spanish
vitality, and weak, delicate people are printed heading Is wanted.
restored to health. Refuse any but
For sale by Stripling, Burrows If you want anything on earth try
& Co., successors
to The Ireland
New Mexican want ,,ad."
Pharmacy.
jt New Mexican want "ad."
.-

First Diner Out- -I shay, ole chap,
d'you know Wilshon ?
Whatsft lsb
Second Diner Out-- No.
B&nie?

First Diner
!;':.
'

Out- -I

dunno.-Tat- ler.

Fo-ley-

8h Pinned a Rose on Me.
She sweetly bit the stem off short
AjioLtfnjnj'jLa-EQ-

Sf

oa ;t

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

PAGE EIGHT

Personal Mention

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S

(Continued

GROCERS AND BAKERS.
I'HONK NO.

GROUKHY

Sergeant

From Page Five.)

SPECIAL DRIVES
We have a number of items which for one reason
orKnotherwedesiretoclo.se out. These are all irood
goods and of the best quality. Ferndell canned Lima
beans are very fancy. The French style are the
tender green beans taken directly from the pod and
put in the can. 2 pound cans we have always soldat
25c. and 1 pound cans at 15c. straight. We now
olfer 2 pound cans at 20c and 1 pound cans at 12. c.
Ferndell Fancy Lima beans formerly sold at 20c.
now 15c. Lower prices still by the dozen or case.

Mer-cantil- e

Miiuno

FERNDELL PRESERVES
Regular 40c jars Ferndell Preserves now go at 35c.
or three for $1.00. The assortment of fruits is large
but not complete.

ALBUQUERQUE GIRL
THEATRICAL STAR

And many other painful and
distressing ailments from
which most mothers suffer,
can be avoided by
using
Mother'3 Friend. This remto expectedy is a God-sen- d
ant mothers, carrying them
No woman who uses
through trie critical ordeal with safety.
Mother's Friend need fear the suffering incident to birth; for it robs
the ordeal of its dread and insures safety to life of mother and child,
leaving her in a condition
more favorable to speedy re-- I V
covery. The child is also IflV,
JM
healthy, strong and good JLL
Dook containing
mfnrprl
CU. "ur
ble infomution will be sent

Miss Constance

R. W. Lewis, of Socorro,

a member of the Mounted Police, came
lo the city yesterday and registered at
the Claire. He is here on official business with Captain Fornoff of the
iorce.
Mrs. Hamilton, the estimable wife
of J. M. Hamilton of the El Rito
company, arrived last evening
from El Paso and is stopping at St.
Vincent's Sanitarium. She intends to
remain about a week. Mrs. Hamilton
is a sister of Hon. Venoeslao

4.
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Abbott Goes Upon
the Stage, After Study In New
York.

Friends of Miss Constance Abbott,
daughter of Judge Ira A. Abbott, of
Albuquerque, have received word that
she is making a success as a member
of Mrs. Fiske's company, now on a
tour, Miss Abbott has been studying
in New York for some time, preparing
for a theatrical career and was recently engaged as a member of Mrs.
Fiske's company, taking a principal free
by writing to
part in "Salvation Nell," the play with
BRAS FIELD REGULATOR CO.
which Mrs. FJske will tour the West
Atlanta, Ga.
later in the season.
Miss Abbott has written several
plays herself and some of them, liaje TAKE POLITICS STRAIGHT

i-r

Yama-Ildl-

MARKET REPORT.

OR "MIX THEM"
been staged. She is known as a very
clever writer and her friends in this
Choice Offered Denver Visitors.
believe she will have a promising
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Weather forecast for New X city
as her ability to play a part
career,
Amalgamated
copper 80
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
The way of the po'iticians, as everywith a high class company, such a.-Atchison 90
pfd. 90.
and Friday, with stationary
that headed by Mrs. Fiske, gives body knows, is a soft, easy pleasant,
New
10G
York
Central
temperature.
way, and perhaps that is the reason
good basis for such belief.
120
Pennsylvania
why it leads right to the Albany HoSouthern Pacific 105.
tel in Denver, where, a whole floor is
Union
Pacific 171
PRISONERS
FIVE
tomorrow
Big
Republican
rally
devoted to politics. There is a little
Steel
48;
jifd. 110
night.
FROM DONA ANA of every kind on the political floor,
MONEYS AND METALS.
The Woman's Aid' Society of the
no favorite brand, and the visitor can
New York, Oct. 29 Money on call,
First Presbyterian church will meet Recent Term of Court at Las Cruces have his choice of being a straight
1
steady,
prime mercantile
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Republican or a straight Democrat, or
Furnishes Six New Boarders For
.
4l-2paper,
with Mrs. Wittman.
even
can
mix
he
them.
Territorial Penitentiary.
New York, Oct. 29. Copper, firm,
Turn out to the Republican rally to
It often happens that a house is too
13.757T87
lead, firm, 432
morrow night at the Capitol.
two
to
hold
Sheriff Jose R. Lucero of Dona Ana small, even a large house,
silver, 50
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F., county accompanied by two deputies, men of diffefent political faith. But
St. Louis, Oct. 29. Spelter Market
will hold its regular meeting this eve Lambert Reinhart and Augustine
F. at a hotel, it seems, the rule does ntc
475. '
higher,
on
lower
Fellows1
San
hall
Odd
at
an
for
ning
when
antagonist
reached the city last evening hold good
Lopez,
Francisco street. A full attendance of and
can GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
brought to the territorial peniten- feels, the argument too heated he
Chicago, Oct., 29 Wheat DecemOdd Fellows is requested and visitors
room
tiary and turned over to Superinten- withdraw to his own committee
99
ber,
May, 1.03
are Invited to be present.
sooth
who
will
a
find
friend
dent John W. Green the following and there
Corn October, 09 ; December 63
Republicans or Democrats who de- prisoners tried, convicted and sentenc- his injured feelings by agreeing with
Oats December 48
May 50.
sire election stickera will be prompt- ed at the recent term of the district him, then with renewed strength he
December
Pork October 14.12
ly accommodated at the New Mexican court for Dona Ana county at Las will sally forth into the corridor te
14.25.
Printing company in such numbers as Cruces, 'presided over by Judge Frank vanquish the enemy.
Lard Oct. 9.50; November $9.47.
The corridor on the political floor
they may desire. However, these will W. Parker:
Ribs October $8.57
Here
January,
common
battle
the
is
only be Bold C. O. D. Promises cannot
ground.
Romulo Trujillo, for a term of eighTimes are teen months.
and will be accepted.
occur the fights between Democrats 8.45.
WOOL MARKET.
too hard.
James Gunderman, eighteen months. and Republican??. All about the corriSt. Louis, Oct. 29 Wool Market ig
Santa Fe Lodge No. 4 GO, B. P. 0. Anastacio Chaves, two years.
dor are the forts and strongholds of
the two parties. These are the head- firm and unchanged today.
Elks, held a largely attended meeting
Jose Casias, one year.
CATTLE.
last night. One candidate in the perquarters where the valiant poMtical
A. L. Worthman, one year.
son of M. E. Newhouse, agent for the
soldiers gather their ammunition, deChicago, Oct. 29. Cattle, 8,000. Marcide grave issues and make ready the ket weak. Beeves, $3.157.50; Tex-anSanta Fe railwoy at Cerrillos, was initiated into the mysteries of the ordplans for their campaigns. In these
$3.254.50; westerns, $3(!x)4.85;
er. Following the initiation ceremon
political camps the midnight oil is of- stockers and feeders, $2.504.45;
ten seen to burn a silent witness to cows and heifers ,$1.505.25; calves,
ies, lunch was served.
The biggest political meeting of the
the fact that some matter of weighty $G(?i8.
to the state or perhaps to
Market 10 cents
campaign tomorrow night at the Cap
Sheep 20,000.
Political conditions in this city are importance
discussed.
itol. Everybody invited.
nation
is
the
lower
being
today. Western, $2.504.75;
more quiet than they have been in
Owing to a misunderstanding in con
There is a general Impression that yearlings, $4.505.15; westernlambs
for
e'ections
the
previous
past
twenty
nection wath the clergyman who was
alike but to the $43G.15.
years. The trend is all towards the all politicians look
Kansas City, Oct. 29. Cattle, 10,000.
expected to be here last Sunday, there success of the
of the observer the
eye
experienced
ticket.
Republican
was no service in the Episcopal
watchful man who hangs around Al- Market weak. Southern steers, $3
church on that day; the church being
4.35; southern cows, $23.15; stockcandidates bany headquarters, there is a markAmong the Republican
of- - ers and feeders,
closed for the first time in a long
can
and
he
difference
this
ed
$2.854.75; bulls,
year
who are now in the southern part oi
Dem
or
ten
the
period. Next Sunday the regular morn- the
calves,
the
$3.506.55;
$2.253.40;
spot
Republicans
county is Hon. Trinidad Alarid,
once. Large fat men are in "Western steers, $3.404.90; western
ocrat
at
ing services will be resumed and no candidate for assessor,
if
electwho,
further intermission will take place. ed, wall make a first, class
with the Republi- - cows, $2.503.75.
official, Mr. fashion this year
Traffic on the Santa Fe is again decans.
in
This
came
when Bill
Hogs 14,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
Alarid is not as? young a man as he
available
were
no
Bulk of
lower.
and
Sam
was
nominated
and
sales,
Taft
reports
layed
$5.2080;
be. but is in fine physical shape
Al- - heavy,
of
late this afternoon on either east' or might
the
packers and
Dutton,
$5.708.95;
proprietor
for the official duties of the office.
west hound trains on this road. The V.'i ',
bnay says that he has noticed that butchers, $5.6095; light, $5.6060;
v
branch train made a trip this afterRepublicans generally are taking on pigs, $3.755.
Hon.- Charles F. Easley left
last
4
The
o'clock.
out of
Sheep 7,000. Market steady. Mut- noon, returning at
for a campaign tour of south flesh. They do this of course
Denver and Rio Grande is but one and evening Fe
tons,
to
can't
If
Taft.
get
$3.904.30; lambs?, $4.405.85;
they
Santa
count;: and if possible to compliment
clothes range wethers, $3.354.75; fed ewes,
a half hours late this evening, while
wear
then
fatter
large
they
votes for the great tax dodger,
air.
the New Mexico Central as usual Is on gather
,$3.254.40.
Octaviano A. Larrazolo, who wishes to that lend them the
.
of the
time.
Bryan being an exponent
be elected a.? delegate to Congress on
The change of pictures at the opera a tax
Life it is in fashion with the
Simple
N.ew
Mexican.
The
Printing
dodging platform and who is
to assume the plain unas-- ;
house tonight will he mostly comedy.
naa prepared civil and criminal
pany
well acquainted and fully informed on
The feature film will be, "Comedy in tax
suming manner and the country style dockets especially for the use, of jus-o-f
dodging affairs.
dress.
Black and White" or "Heard Over the
jtices of the peace. They ari especial- Phone" and two Pathe laugh-makerFollowing are some of the political jy ruie(li witn printed heading, in
"A Cood Medicine" and "Thirsty Mov- VETERANS ORGANIZATION
headquarters on the Albany Political eitner Spanish or Englisn, made of
"Comrade
STRICTLY
National Commit- - g00d recora
floor: Democratic
song,
ing Men." The
paper) strongly and dur-teshown
Governor
finest
of
in
of
the
one
is
yet
Osborne, of ably Dound witll leather back and
Mine,"
charge
or sung. Do not forget to send the (Washington, Oct. 29. Repudiating Wyoming, west of the Mississippi; COvers and canvas sides, have full
children to the Saturday matinee at any efforts to use thetUnited Spanish Democratic advisory committee, State index ln front and the fees of justices
War Veterans organization for politic- of Colorado in charge of Hon. Tully 0f the peace and constables'
3:30 and 4:30 o'c'ock.
printed
Commanderi-n-Chief
purposes,
The rally tomorrow evening at the al
Scott, of Cripple Creek; Senator Fred ,t fu1 on the first page.
The pages
inches. These books are
Capitol is not only for Republicans, Charles W. Newton, of that body, in Bailey's committee of County Demo- are 10
but Democrats are especially invited. a letter received today by J. Walter crats; Consolidated Bryan Clubs of made up jn civii and criminal dockets.
After much persuasion and trading Mitchell, national historian, say? that Colorado in charge of C. F. Wilson; separate of 32 pages each or with
in both civil and criminal bound ln one
County Committee
the Democratic bosses of the county the organization cannot afford to be Republican
have managed to complete their coun- misrepresented in a matter of such charge of Fred Parks; headquarters of book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
C. W. Franklin, Democratic candidate criminal. To Introduce them
ty ticket and the same was filed with vital importance.
they are
The letter grows out of reports that for Governor.
offered at the following prices:
the probate clerk yesterdav. Because
of the refusal of Frank Owen, who this organized league
Civil qt Criminal
of veterans
$2.75
The New Mexican Printing company Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
was nominated for sheriff by the coun- would support one of the party canFor 45 cents additional for a single
and
ty convention, and Marcelino Garcia, didates. Newton says that the fact that has ready and for sale
who was nominated for county super- it is generally known that the organi- correct compilations of the "territorial docket, or 65 cents additional for a
intendent of schools to make the race, zation in common with many other incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of combination docket, they will he sent
the executive committee of the Demo- prominent veteran
organizations is the territorial road laws, pprice 50 by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
cratic county central committee was absolutely
it should re- cents, and of the territorial mining full must accompany order.
State
forced to name substitutes. They have fute any statement made by political laws, price 50 cents per copy. These plainly whether English or Spanish
put un Richard Gorman for sheriff managers which is contrary to these can hn purchased by applying ln per printed heading Is wanted
eon or by mall at the office of the!
and Edwin S. Andrews for superinten- principles.
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
"Any of the comrades who combine company.
dent of county schools. With these exceptions the ticket is the same as that to use the organization for political
nominated by the convention.
purposes," he added, "are acting in defiance of our laws and subject to the
severest penalties in our power to
FIRE IN OFFICE BUILDING
CAUSES PANIC AMONG GIRLS
"

CANNED TOMATOES
California canned tomatoes, regular 2 pound cans
formerly 12k per can, now 10c can. Special price

5--

by the dozeu or case.
B tltimore canned tomatoes, small 2 pound cans,
formerly 10c can, now four cans for 25c.

3--

7--

NEW LINE TEA GARDEN PRESERVES
We are now unpacking a line of Tea Garden brand

These are very fancy quality and extra
large jars 21 oz in place of the usual 16oz. These are
regular 50c goods. They go at 40c, all varieties, including spiced tigs and spiced peaches. A few 5
pounds jars at each $1.25.
preserves.

7--

SEALSHIPT OYSTERS

3--

Regular shipment of Blue Point oysters from the
beds in Long Island are coming to us by the fast
express. These come to us direct. They are free
from water or ice and are guaranteed to contain no
preservative- - They are fresher than any others and
they are solid meats only, no juice, that is no water.
If you want juice add your own water, its cheaper.
Per pint. 35c.

1--

l--

1--

DUDRQW & M0NTEN1E

s,

nni iTirii itcimo

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KWBS OF PICTURE FRAMING
106 Palace Avenue.

Elks' Hall.

Telephone'

142.

Night

152

House.

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
'

$4.50 per ton

JWonero

5,25

Cerrillos
Anthracite
Smithing

Coal all
Coal

6.00

sues

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

Q

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Near A. T.f A S. F. Depot

Phone No.

85. Office Garfield AvM1,

e,

A FLA
FOR THE SICK

DR. DIAZ

SANITARIUM
'
SANTA FE, N. M.

$16 and up per week.
..

For Pure Cream and

i!k

No 148 Red
We Comply with the

Telephone
WE DON'T HAVE TO

DEMO-STRAT-

E

the val ue of our Paints,
because all who have ever used
them areifamiliarwith their merits
'They are ground in the purest
White Lead, and the colors are
of the very best. Only the finest
Linseed Oil is used and they are
so carefully packed as to be kept
entirely free from any foreign
substance, Prices are low too.

Pure Food Laws.

Mrs. Otto Retsch

n

I

i

i

3
LIS

.

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 29. A fire panic
in
caused several girls employed
Neville
offices
in the eleven-stor- y
building, situated at the corner of
Fourth and Race streets, to leap from
the windows at noon today. At least
eight of them were hurt, several seriously, while one fireman was badly injured.
The fire started on the sixth floor,
Five
soon bursting from a window.
times a hose burst and this added to
the panic among the girls who appeared at the windows and as high as the
eighth floor, many of them could be
seen preparing to leap when the BreThe firemen worked
men arrived.
heroically to save them. Several girls
were severely burned after crawling
onto the window ledges, while one fireman was seriously hurt by falling a
'

When in the City to visit the
OLD

AfID ORIGIJI&L

CURIO STORE.

3esiaes the thousands of curious and relics see

THE OLDEST BELL
in America, cast, in 1330
'Stock of Turquois from our own mines
Indian blankets, baskets, pottery, drawn work etc.

STRAW HATS, GOING AT 50 CTS,
J. S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.

301 303 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M.
Look for the old cart on top of the store building.

distance of. two stories to the pavement below. One of the girls, Louise
Boutet jumped from the tenth story
to the roof of a building, five stories
below. Her Injuries are the most serl

The Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe'a
popular $1.50 a day- - hotel, Is now under the management of Hugh F.
Extensive improvements are being made, the cuisine materially improved and the new landlord proposes
to make the Normandie the best moderate priced hotel in the territory.
Give this hotel a try.
...
Du-Va-

,

Got some healthy, romping, real children
at your house The kind that are everlastingly kicking out their shoes They
are the youngsters we want to see-have shoes they can't kick out!
YSS THAT'S WHAT WE'VE GO-TTom Boy and School Shoes $1.35 to $2.00
worth 50c pair more
Krome Elk $2.00 to $2.50 will last as long
as 3 ordinary pairs.
WE WILL HITCH A BIGGER LOAD
..
To your dollar than it ever pulled
.

We

DENTER FORCED TO
SELL.
160 acres choicest
level land, all
fenced, new . four-roohou?e and
well, not improved, but a beauty southwest
section 21, township
13,
range 26, Chaves county, 4 miles north
from Hagerman,
mile to railroad
and 2 miles from Pecos river, close to
Dexter. House. Cost $2,000.00;
loan
Bank's appraisement, $100.00
$2,000.
an acre. Will take $50.00 an acre on
quicks-sale- .
Owner lives in Colorado,
not a farmer. Must sacrifice. Make offer. T. J. Moynahan, 1526 Champa St.,
Denver, Colorado.
NON-RE-

S

I

2

WANTED

Girl for housework.
office.

this
It la an admitted fact that real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best remiltsare
Legal blanks both English and
the New Spanish for sale by the New Mex
obtained
by advertising
Mexican.
ican Printing" company.

I"

and :
GIRLS
:

l.

,

mis.

-

KICKING

BOYS

be-v.-

fore.'

THE RACKET STORE
'

P

RICE

MAKERS

